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-VanderZalm back in 1 New model for health care 
Terrace tomorrow Last Friday marked 
• Premier Bill Vander Zalm will kick off his post-legislative s ssion 
tour of the province in Terrace tomorrow, avisit timed to coincide 
withthe beginning of Riverboat Days. 
Ian i::Jessop, Vander Zalm's press secretary, said last week the 
Premier and his entourage are scheduled to arrive at the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport at 11:30 a.m. From there they. will go to the Ter- 
raceview Lodge for lunchand a tour of the facillty. 
Vander Zalm plans to drop .in on the first.Riverboat Days event 
--  theKinettes Kiddies' Karnival in Riverside Park durihg early 
afternoon. After that he will be at the CFTK radio and television 
, , . " ,  
studios for media sessions. 
-Chris Shaffer, Skeena Socred MLA Dave Parker's executive 
assistant in Terrace, said •yesterday that to her knowledge Vander 
Zalm has not planned a meeting with the local Social Credit riding 
association. .. 
Firefighters kept 
. . . .  i blusyoverpast week 
brush fires of a suspicious na- 
ture occurred last Sunday near 
dirt bike trails and says they are 
just a continuation o f  similar 
brush fires that have occurred in 
the Thornhill area in recent 
• weeks. He says the first was 
reported at 8 p.m. and was 
located in the Copper Mountain 
subdivisiol~ near the intersection 
of Furlong and Kerby, The sec- 
ond was across the street from 
the Thornhill-Pub and was 
reported at 9:15 p.m. 
The Terrace Fire Department 
reports only one fire in the past 
week-  a small brush • fire be- 
hind the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
' Fire.// last Sunday at 11 a.m. 
fighter Ray Tremblay says that.... 
due to low rainfalls they 
keeping an eye on the level of the 
city reservoir. He adds there 
should be no problem with a 
water shortage provided 
everyone adheres to sprinkling 
restrictions. Failure to dOrSO, he 
says, ~ could create a serious 
situtation i  the event of•a major 
fire. . . . . . .  """ 
the culmination of years 
of visionary effort by 
members of  the Terrace 
Health Care Society and 
previou s members of  th e 
Terraceview Lodge So- 
ciety to establish an inte- 
grated health care sys- 
tem in the community. 
Two days of activities 
surrounded the opening 
o f  the  Terraceview 
• Lodge•: extended care 
wing, : : including 
seminars, ceremonies 
and banquets. For the 
story of this achieve- 
ment see page 13. 
And  .for the conclu- 
sion of  our series on the 
history of  the-Skeena- 
view Lodge, turn to 
page 7. 
' .2  
Terracevlew Lodge administrator Kathleen : Delgatty 
• got a congratulatory handshake from ~Minister of 
Health Peter Dueck last Friday during a tour of the  
newly-opened Terracevlew extended care wing. 
The Thornhill Volunteer Fire: 
Department reports two fire 
calls last Thursday. The first 
occurred in a mobile home at 
2089 Hemlock at 10 a.m. Thorn- 
hill Fire Chief Art  Hoeing said 
the fire was caused by a leak in a 
propane stove but quick action 
by two teenagers in the home 
prevented serious damage. 
"They did everything right," 
says Hoving. 
iThe second fire occurred at 
the home Of Harley poague on 
Kalum Lake Drive. Hoeing says 
the fire was caused by a faulty 
natural gas pool heater in an in- 
door • swimming pool. He says 
Poague turned off the gas but 
his attempts to extinguish the 
fire were unsuccessful. Hoeing 
says Thornhill fir~ fighters, 
"assisted by their Terrace 
counterparts, were able to put 
the fire out but not before it 
destroyed the pool and caused 
extensive damage to the home. 
• An estimate of the damage isnot 
available. 
Ho~,ing reports two small 
Shidey Locke.Winsor, tile ¢onsuwtant who gave an educational seminar and also spoke 
to the concluding banquet at the Terracevlew Lodge extended care wing opening, went 
away with a traditional Terrace gift. It's a Kermode bear photo, presented by Terrace 
Health Care Society board member Marlaine Webber. 
• Fate of Shames access road still foggy 
stop in Terrace last Friday. But 
this didn't help either. 
"I know it's been discussed," 
said Vander Zalm, adding that 
the project has been discussed 
by  Cabinet "a number of 
times". But what: happened to 
the proposal? "I don't know 
where it's at," he replied. "Who 
knows? l'm not sure. It may 
have been resolved." 
Relations Officer with the  
Ministry of Regional Develop- 
ment in Victoria told the Terrace 
Review Monday that the pro- 
posal was being examined by the 
ministry and an announcement 
can be expected in three to four 
weeks. Vander Zalm will be 
back in Terrace tomorrow and 
he may have more to add. 
Eileen Schaffer, a Public 
terview that the Proposal would 
be going to cabinet on Wednes- 
day and: would be dealt with one  
way or another. 
On July. 12, the Terrace Re- 
view ran a story on page one 
• with the headline, ' Day of deci- 
sion for Shames". It should 
have read "Day of indecision" 
-- nothing happened. The pro- 
posal was apparently sent back 
to the Treasury Board "to be 
reworked" and disappeared. 
A spokesman i Victoria said 
it would be back before Cabinet 
on July 19 but that didn't hap- 
pen. No one in the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways 
seemed to know anything about 
the fate of the proposal, so 
Premier Bill Vender Zalm was 
asked to clear things up during a 
On July 6, the Treasury Board 
approved a proposal which 
Would have apparently allowed 
the Ministry of Highways and 
Transportation to complete the 
last four~i:kilometres of the 
Shames Mountain access road at 
an estimated cost of $1,2 mil- 
lion. 
On July l l, MLA Dave 
Parker said during a phone in- 
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The crowning event of the 
year at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
on Saturday night came with the 
selection of Lyne Lagace, Miss 
AM59, as Miss Terrace 1989. 
by Nancy On" 
+'1 can't believe it," exclaimed 
thf~ii!petite. Caledonia grad. "I 
never thoughtI~Would make it!" 
The crowning of Lyne by out- 
going Miss Terrace '88, Laura 
Huhn, was the final act in a 
spectacular evening, coming 
after the naming of: 
O :Laura  Bennett, Miss 
McDonald's, as Miss Effective 
Speaker. 
$ Jessie Carroll, Miss Elks, as 
Miss Personality. 
o Pameia Kerr; Miss Kinsmen, 
as..Miss Talent. 
•:  Megan Walker, Miss Terrace 
Shopping Centre, Second 
Princess. 
• Laura Pruner,  Miss 
Mohawk, First Princess. 
Saturday's gala evening con- 
duded the 1989 pageant for Miss 
Terrace in •style, with the 
eleganee of black and white and 
silver against Park Avenue 
skyline props • setting the theme 
of "Puttin' on theRitz". 
Master of Ceremonies for this • 
important evening was Terry 
Morris, who introduced Visiting 
++% l l :  ~,~:i 
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All eight M I~ Terrace 1989 candidates were Stand-outs, but six in particular were chosen by the judging panel for 
recognltl0n. They are (left to right) Miss Talent Pamela Kerr, 2nd Princess Megan Walker, 1st Princess Laura 
Pruner, Miss Terrace Lyne Lagace, and Miss Personality Jessie Carroll. Missing from photo is Laura Bennett, 
princesses . from Stewart, Burns .. 
Lake, Houston, Kitimat-and 
Prince.-Rupert, together with display of hairdressing art by 
Terrace's royalty •from 1988 and. Rhonda Butler and recitals by 
this year's candidates. LauraPruner on the organ and 
Don Suttis, chairman-of the Megan Walker on the flute, plus 
Junior chambm" of Commerce an aria. from Bizet's opera 
which sponsors theMiss Terrace "Carmen, by Pare Kerr. > 
Miss Effective Sneaker. ~,+:. 
Wind Beneath My Wings" by 
Tins Hovenkamp summed up 
the opinions of all expressed 
during the evening, for the help 
they had received":~+ I would be 
"nothing witi~ot/t yo'b..." she 
. *? f O + + .• .  
Terrace Interiors:Ltd. 
+ Exter ior and interior p.aints 
+ Armst rong f loor ing * Hard ing carpets 
Sunworthy  wal lpaper  
Pageant, presented and thanked 
the sponsors of the candidates 
and the hat;d-working committee 
members, as well as the many in- 
dividuals who made the cam+ 
palsn such a success. 
• The candidates had two more 
events to perform that evening 
- -  a fashion show of evening 
The final song, "You are the sang. 
City get t ing  nervous  
about propane outlets 
Section 7.4 of Terrace's re- with a joint proposal he expects 
vised fire prevention bylaw wi l lbe  accepted later this 
gowns and then an unrehearsed states in part, "Propane filling i 
question-and-answer period in stations hall not be allowed to 
1 which they each answered adif- be installed in (he main down- ficult question on world affairs, town business core, heavy popu- • "The questions may seem lation density area, near below 
rough from the audience's point, grade occupancies, or near 
of= view," said" Doug Inglis, heavy vehicular traffic areas or 
chairman of the panel of judges, in residential areas." 
"but in reality, it is the manner This bylaw has gone to third 
in which the girls handle the reading in city council, but Fire 
questions that matters, rather Chief CliffBestha~pointed out 
thanthe answers." that the wording of the new 
"When acting as an official bylaw doesn't deal+With e fact 
ambassador somewhere," Ingiis that there.are already four exist- 
continued, "they could be~faeed ing propane filling stations in 
with an embarrassing or con- the city and the Terrace Co-op is 
troversial question and would seeking approval for a fifth. 
have to improvise on their feet." Best had recommended that 
The judges for the pageant the wording be changed by add- 
were* Doug and Maxine Inglis, ing a danse which would pro- 
Bob and Debbie Park, and Lin- hibit existing propane filling sta- 
da Kawinsky. tions within the city from replac- 
"It's a great job," said Doug, ing any existing propane bulk 
speaking of the difficulty of storage tanks without the ap- 
judging. "The girls are so dif- proval of the Fire Department 
ferent and talented, And you and the B.C. GasSafety Branch. 
can see them Brow in confidence He adds that the bylaw should 
each week. I love it." go even further, allowing the 
• After the intermission, when closure of an existing filling A I C a r~ ~ " 
all•the official duties were over, station + should the area. sur- 
the girls relaxed and treated the rounding it become more popu- d i v i d e n d  
audicsce to examples of their lated, - ' 
versatile talents,' ranging from Best says he has discussed the ' d 
an' amusing dem~ ~ oliti°n of a control of propane fdling sta- an  [~ OU r~ C , ,e  + 
'mugger' by karate' bl.ack belt. t io~ with other B.C. fire-chiefs 
bolder, +Lyne L~ace,::to a and they. too are concerneo Alcan Aluminum Ltd.. de- 
ml,clous skit "Fred and Seven about he incr .cue of filling sta- dared a second quarter dividend 
_-7"_. + .,-..¢. a, . , , ,  hv dual tiros In their cities as weU. of 28 cen~ U,S. lmt week: . 
Urn'Is ~ tn a ~ ~ "". " " " " " The dividend will be. paid out.. --..,,on,,, wm,ra Ikmmt;:and + He says becaase.of this B.C. 
~ ' ' '~ '~ '  : "  ~ '+e' i ish,  Fire +~efs and' the B.C; Gas . . . . . . .  Sept. 8 to shareholders0f record another come( ly ,  av . . • ., • 
-+ ~ " ,  by j~ le  ~oH;  itO a Safety Branch have come up as of Aug. , : e.  
month. He says the proposal 
allows for zoning classifications 
for new propane installations 
and controls existing installa- 
tions and allows for modifica- 
tions or, closure in the event he 
surrounding population grows. 
In the case of business core 
installations uch as that pro- 
posed by the Terrace Co-op, 
Best says new propane storage 
tanks would be required to be 
buried. 
The bylaw and Best's memo 
have been sent to city council's 
Finance, Personnel and Admin- 
istration Committee for review. 
Existing installations in the city 
which Could be affected are the 
ICG Propane bulk and refilling 
station at 4516 Keith Ave., the 
Mohawk refilling installation on 
Lakelse Ave., the Premier Pro- 
pane f'dling station at 4908 Hwy 
16 West and their bulk plant at 
5300 Keith Ave. 
I J,. "'AII the supplies you need."' 
4610 Lazeile Ave. 
635.6600 " 
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ACRG6S PUZZLE ANSWER 
1 TaMe 
4 TrOphY + 
7 Honw. QYPW 
10 Swain genus 
11 Irish exclamation 
12 Chin. dynMty 
13 Long 
14 uniform 
is  Suffering spasms 
18 *'1 think, therefore 
__" .  2 wd8. 
19 Gr~ Ooddeu 
• of dawn 
26 Esrp~ 
26 Exhsustod 
26 UIy 46 Even. poetic 
27 Anger 
40 W~en'a  ne~ 
30 Engross  49 Loiter 
31 8kill - 50 Gyps/gentlemen 
32 BuehyelumP Sl Northern 
38 Prongs coMtellstion 
34 I~KlUimd L DOWN 
3"/6o8h 1 LlquM c~remlcclay 
38 Leave 2 S. Inner H ebddu 
42 Make shiny island 
45 Unusual ; 3 Oiler 
4 Arquebus ul~xxt 
S Vase 
6 PostuIMm 
? I~ladin 
8 Hurded 
9 Interest, el)be, 
10 Ceres' mother 
11 Oalstse's beloved 
15 Chlmlse plgcdI 
17 Smallchlld 
20 Vice 
21 Celt 
22 Hardens 
23 Peruu 
24 Peel 
25 Recording 
26 Guided 
29 Capsule 
30 Geperous 
32 Tie 
33 Label 
,~  Pursue 
AncUtr/ - 
38 Unasplrate 
39 Rant 
40 Threesome 
41 Affirmative 
42 Sibyl. god 
.40 Tumerlc 
44 Irk 
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Bill Vender Zelm: I don't 
assume for a moment that 
we somehow can wave the 
magic wand and settle all of 
the problems. 
The first of 32 meetings 
scheduled this summer between 
Native tribal councils and 
Premier Bill Vender Zalm's 
Premier's Advisory Council on 
and, Premier finds 
it. But all of it was• of a scale that 
ties into the land question - -  
there's no question about it. 
And it's probably a foreteling of 
what we're going to get 
throughout the province with all 
of our meetings." 
Vander Zalm says there are a 
lot of uncertainties regarding the 
land question, but he also ex- 
pressed awillingness to dealwith 
the issue to a certain degree. 
He didn't extend that willing- 
ness to the advisory council, 
however. Difficulties with the 
lands claims issue cited by Van- 
der Zalm were many: federal 
responsibilites, the fact that 
much of the land is owned by 
the province or has private min- 
eral, forestry or other claims on 
it, and the fact that if all claims 
were honored the entire prov- 
ince would be under Native 
ownership.- 
"1 can wen appreciate some of 
the feelings th~/t.exist with all of 
the Native people," says Vender 
Zalm, "But I should also men- 
tion that we do have about 125 
percent of the province claimed 
if We add it all up and take the 
overlaps. It's a major prob- 
Native Affairs took place at lem.., there's a lot of work to be  
New Aiyansh last Friday. done." .. 
.Vender zalm has=' SgJd tile ~'~'~' i'~:s~t , there is tile fe-¢ie~hl r~ 
advisory council will-.not ~d~al spon~ibility; Vander ~ ex:'- 
wnth the contentious issue ,~of plains that I].C. enteredConfed- 
land claims but 'te:appears the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council-has et 
the theme nevertheless.• The ad- 
Visory council is to deal witli 
issues like jobs, ecpnomic devel- 
opment and educ~itibn, but ac- 
cording to Vander Zalm, at the 
Nisga'a meeting all these issues 
Were related to the "land ques- 
tion". 
erationwith an agreement stipu- 
-lati'ng that~ outstandingr issues 
such as land claims would be  
dealt With federally. "We don't•,: 
intend• to let Ottawa off the 
hook on that one. We still main-~: 
tain, and will continue to main- 
tain, that they have a ma jor  
responsibility in all this. A re- 
sponsibility which incidentally 
they have carried forth to con- 
clusion in Quebec and Ontario 
and the Maritimes and in most 
of the prairie provinces - -  but 
they've not i'been prepared or .  
able to attack in British Colum- 
bia." 
But when talking of Nisga'a 
• ecomonic, educational and so- 
cial issues, Vander Zalm. said, 
"All of that, I suppose, could be 
-wrapped up in some agree- 
ment." He says if the provincial 
government and Native tribal 
They talked about some tourism ,.councils could talk about, and 
promotion or the potential fo r  come together on, some of the 
,There was a lot of talk about 
the land question and all other 
things tended to relate to the 
land question," he said during a 
press conference at the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport after the meet- 
ing. "They talked about a fish- 
eries agreement. They talked 
about a forestry agreement. 
They talked about an industrial 
tripartite agreement where they 
could work with us and industry 
to establish a joint ventures,~ 
land question issues, it could 
result in an agreement hey 
could take to the federal govern- 
ment with "a more united 
-stand". 
There's another problem in 
the way of this though --  many 
of the issues are already before 
the courts. Vander Zalm says, 
"We need to get it away from" 
the courts. It could go O n in the 
courts forever but that's not 
good enough." But he adds, "I  
think they want to establish 
something in the court legally. I 
would much prefer we stay out 
of the courts with all of these 
things but I guess some things 
will end up in the courts. I don't 
assume for a moment hat we 
somehow can wave the magic 
wand and settle all of the prob- 
lems." 
According to Vander Zalm, 
"It 's going to be a very, very 
difficult issue. And it may well 
be that we can't ever resolve all, 
or even the majority of the 
things that they want to see 
resolved. But we can make a 
start and we can help. That's the 
main reason the advisory coun- 
cil was set up." 
:'= . 
Zalm jolts UP Nass road  
The Region Six Transports- premier to visit the Nass Valley~ 
tion Planning Committee sub-bUt:~so~!the first to experiencei: 
m~tted their list of recommends-tl~b ~ d~ive. When he returned to~ ~ 
fions for upgrading/transports- Terrace, Vander Zalm was~ 
tion in the Northwest on June asked'~what he thought of the i 
29. road. 
The first priority for highway 
improvements under "Proposed "Some work isbeing done," 
Initiatives" is a recommenda- he pointed out, but added, 
tion that the designation of the "Much more work needs to be 
Nass road from Rosswood to done fOr sure." With this assur -~ 
New Aiyansh, and further west ance of spree support for up- 
to Greenville, be changed from grading the road, Vander Zalm 
"forest road" to "provincial said he couldn't comment  
highway" in anticipation of up- further without knowing the ex- 
grading to full highway start- tent of the budget re~Igired to do 
dards, the worE. He did say though, 
Premier Bill Vander7_,alm vis- "It would be hice to have a 
ited New Aiyansh last Friday paved road in tliere~, '' but coun- 
and he didn't use a helicopter to tered that, statement by saying, 
fly from Terrace. He and his "Although it would change the 
party drove the Nass road in a lifestyle of the valley no doubt," 
convoy o f  cars and vanS," mak- making it unclear if he believes 
ing him not only the first B,C. the work should be done or not.. 
:::~i::: : "  . ~ ,  
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A local program to equip elderly and disabled residents 
with emergency signalling devices to allow them more in- 
dependent living got a boost recently wi~ the presentation 
of a lotteries grant from Skeena MLA Dave Parker. Terrace: 
Homemakers coordinator Betty Stewart and Community 
Services Society board member Joy Dover say the grant will 
purchase one devi0e for every three donated by the com~ 
munlty. , .  ~ 
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TERRACE ROTARY 
RIVERBOAT RACE 
AUG. 7, 1989 
PPER RIVER FLATS 
1st Prize: .$2000.00 
2nd Prize: Weekend Trip for 2 to Vancouver r 
including accommodation (Century Plaza Hotel 
Terrace Travel Canadian Airlines International Ltd.) 
3rd Prize: Gas Barbeque 
Tickets: $3.00 each or Two for $5,00 
,Available Fr0mAny Rotary Member 
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Tomorrow will be the second occasion in a week 
that Premier Bill Vander Z~dm has trod thetarmac at 
the Terrace-Kitimat irport. Last week he rumbled up 
the kidney, p0unding road to New Aiyansh with • his 
new:Native Affairs advisory council in tow, along with 
a truckload of provincial.media representatives who 
were no doubt cursing whoever assigned them to this 
Story. Vander Zalm and the advisory council met with ~" 
the Nisga'a, returned to the airport, and  held a brief 
press conference there before flying out. 
He's coming back tomorrow, this time to spend the 
day in Terrace. His appearances are rare up here, and  
one has to wonder whatsort of an impressionhe's got " 
of our community at this point. The only occasions on 
which stories relating to this area come out in the 
lower mainland news media are when another major 
child sex abuse scandal breaks or MLA Dave Parker 
makes another outrageous remark in the legislature. 
Inshort, Terrace has an image problem, something 
we're sure Vander zalm should be able to relate to in- 
stantly. We're wondering what sort of an impression 
we ought to send him away with. 
Looking around here, what we see are a number of 
components hat taken together form a picture of a 
community that has a pretty stable and diversified 
economy, most of the amenities for civilized living, 
and a series of elements that in combination could 
make it an attractive tourist destination. 
One of the elements in the latter combination is a 
major skiing development primarily characterized by a 
gestation period exceeded in length only by that of the 
municipal swimming pool project. Rumor has it that 
local journalists have custom-ordered T-shirts with the 
embossed message, "I  lived through the Shames.. 
'~" Mountain story " all three (four? five?) years of it". 
The benefits to the regional economy of this project 
are beyond argument: with your indulgence Mr. 
Premier, we would like a road to carry us there. 
As one Shames Mountain corporation director put 
it, quit thinking of this as a ski hill and ask yourself 
whether there •would be this much hestitation if it were 
an industrial park or a coal mine.., or if it were 
located just north of Squamish. 
,~  When you visit the KinettesKiddies Karnival, dur- 
ing the photo opportunities think ahead a bit to 
winter. Imagine kids engulfed by ski jackets, miniature 
slats tied to their tiny feet; ready for that first tumble 
down the bunny slope. How's that for an image? 
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One lm~ u lxmlpt lma:  
In Canada 124.00 
Out of Canada f~O.O0 
Senior• In Twrr•ce and Dlatrlot $12.00 
Senior• out of Terrace and District $15.00 
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VICTORIA --  Three years ago 
this week at Whistler, on July 
31, .1986, a former B.C. 
Cabinet minister who over the 
years had been branded a rebel, 
a maverick, a loose cannon and 
a right-wing extremist, came 
from out of a pack of 12 to 
becotne the leader of the Social 
Credit Party, and with the ~,i~- 
tory, automatically took the 
chair as Premier. 
To say that it has been an 
exceptional period since then 
for Bill Vender Zalm and for 
provincial politics would be the 
greatest understatement of he 
past 36 months. 
For the first year-and-a-half, 
he was the media's darling, the 
public's charismatic leader, and 
the saviour of free enterprise, 
sweeping the Socreds to victory 
in an October 1986 election and 
announcing sweeping reforms 
for education, the judicial 
system, privatization, labor 
laws, and regional economic 
' development. Even a June 1, 
1987, one-day general strike 
against Bill 19 --  tlie replace- 
ment for the old Labou~r Rela- 
tions Act --  left him relatively 
unscathed, politically. 
But for the past 18 months, 
he has been labelled by the 
now.hostile media as the 
party's chief liability who has. 
alienated whole segments of 
B.C, society through is 
reforms and policies, and his 
anti.abortion rhetoric, He also 
has been probed by the RCMP 
concerning possible conflict of 
interest, has had to withstand 
the rancorous resignations of
two senior Cabinet ministers, 
has had to head off a caucus 
revolt by dumping his loyal, 
albeit lnex~encedi go-phe r 
The view from 
Vic tor ia  - -  
by John Plfer 
David Peele for meddlingin I:' ' 
assorted governmental pies, 
and has watched his popularity 
slide steadily into depths 
possibly beyond recovery, 
despite a booming economy 
and a generally optimistic, 
upbeat attitude among the 
popu lace~,~~, ,  
Now, it may not surprise you 
to find that Bill Vander Zalm 
. has a pretty good idea of who 
is to blame for much of this 
change in his fortunes.., the 
media. 
During the course on an 
hour-long, one-on-one inter- 
view I had with the Premier 
this week for a special project I
had undertaken as a freelance 
journalist, Vander Zaim talkd 
about the "unfair" way he had 
been treated by the likes of 
Vaughn Palmer of the Van- 
couver Sun, and Jim Hume of 
the Victoria Times-Colonist, 
and yes.., even by me, dear 
readers! 
"I think the media has failed 
to focus as much as they might 
tlave on all Of the good things 
that have happened; it's a very 
competitive business, and I 
suppose the sensational things 
sell. It's unfortunate," said the 
premier. 
He went further: "From time 
to time, there is no doubt" that 
columnists have• been unfair. 
"Their focus has • been more on 
that which could be sensa- 
tionaiized, as opposed to con- 
centrating on the very solid 
achievements. The emphasis 
has been on selling the papers, 
rather than presenting the 
message." 
, .  " ! 
- .  ' -  -, 
ment" which the Premier has 
had "on hold'! since theMarch 
Throne Speech, I can tell you 
with reasonable certainty that it 
will happen after Labour Day, 
er, probably. 
Vander Zalm was so vague. 
about what he was going to. do 
regarding the promise of a 
ministry for women's affairs, 
or for making environment a 
full-ministry , that I am con- 
vinced he simply has not yet 
made up his mind about who 
might be moved, removed or 
promoted from the smoldering 
backbench. So that means peo- 
ple such as Forests Minister 
Dave Parker and Environment 
Minister Bruce Strachan will 
have to keep their fingers cross- 
ed for another few weeks and 
hope that The Boss ignores 
them. Methinks those two will 
have different portfolios, if 
any, when the dust settles, 
Now, it could be Vander 
Zalm will wait until the 
Cariboo.byelection; widely ex- 
pected to be held by mid- .... .  
September, before making any 
changes. Given the fact that 
even members of his own 
Cabinet are saying that the 
Carihoo vote is crucial for the 
future of the party and for the 
premier himself, he might be 
wise to play it that way. 
With an obvious plit up 
there in Sacred ranks -- for 
and against he premier -- the 
party could be in danger of los- 
ing a seat it has held forever. 
Mix in the bitterness of those 
loyal to the late Cariboo MLA 
Alex Fraser, whose death forc- 
ed by byelection, and the voters 
Now you know. could stay away in droves, 
Checking on the plans for a leaving the way clear for the 
Cabinet shuffle or "adjust- New Democrats. 
- : '~  ++~ - - " + " : ,~;  , ; ,~ ,  +L 2>, ~ +: 
Talk of the Town + 
This week we asked Sunday shoppers in the Skeena Mall: 
Doyou think Terrace city 
council should adopt a 
bylaw to restrict Sunday 
shopping hours? 
Vincent Mason 
No. Because I like this 
place. YOU can Walk 
around and buy stuff. 
Peter Gray 
Close on Sunday?That 
would be stupid. You 
would have to get up early 
in the morning to come in 
here. 
-~:? ; .  ~+i ~ - ~ 
Judy Lowes 
(Kitimat) 
We don't come over 
that often but Sunday is a 
good day to come up here 
to do shopping. 
Darrell Lewes 
(Kitimat) 
I like them the way they 
are. 
/ , -¢  
Tracl Loosen 
I think they should be 
closed at 12 noon - -  
definitely. There's no 
point In • having it open. I t  
gives everybody a holiday. 
They've got all week for It, 
theydon't need to work 
Sunday. 
DaN Lesson 
Some of these people 
M nnuel +' : 1'~'' %' ~ ~;; r ~ + Lima 
We:~don t need shop- 
ping on Sunday. A lot of 
people come here Just to 
pass the time. We don't 
• really need It. 
Alslma Lima 
The stores should be 
olosed on Sunday. 
might want to work. I :i' i~!: 
think they should Stay '"+~',>~> 
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Lotteries a questionable s', 
To  the Edi tor ;  
When gambling is national- 
ized by the government, with • the 
profits being plowed into 
various government-supported 
projects and programs, the 
message, being received by 
children is that personal 
development is based on a game 
of chance. 
The value of these programs is 
questionable if  they are based on 
gambling. And is the lottery a 
tax, too7 Let's not kid ourselves 
- -  every dollar generated 
through lottery ticket sales is a 
dollar less on the tax burden. 
Lotteries are, a regressive form 
of taxation because lower in- 
come people pay a relatively 
higher percentage of their in- 
come when they participate :in 
lotteries. 
Our society may marvel over a 
scheme that makes taxation such 
fun, but I see it as a cruel hoax 
on the poor. As a tax, lotteries 
are a costly form to.supervise 
and administer, with a large 
proportion of  the money going 
to an army of. employees who 
run it and advertisements to 
seduce people into patronizing 
it. 
When I think of this, I• am 
reminded of the words of the 
economist  John Maynard  
Keynes: "When the capital de- 
velopment of a country becomes 
a by-product of the activities of 
a casino; the job (of governing) 
is likely to be ill-done." 
Our attraction to the gam- 
bling mentality is just another 
example of the way in which our 
generation is deceiving itself in 
the remedies it chooses for ad- 
dressing public policy issues. 
the exposure tO advertising af, 
fects people of all ages. 
Steve Ramzi lsmael 
Terrace. 
Thanks from Heart Fund 
To  the Editor;  
This is to express my thanks to 
everyone who contributed to the 
success of the regional con- 
ference of the B.C. and Yukon 
Heart • Foundation, held on 
Saturday, July 15 at, Mount 
Layton Hot Springs. Eighteen 
delegate's and guests from north- 
west B.C. Heart Fund units were 
addressed by Dr. Barrie Phillips, 
who discussed new methods of 
diagnosing and treating heart 
disease. Throughout the con- 
ference they participated in dis- 
cussions about the effective run- 
ning of their units, led by pro- 
vincial and local Staff.members. 
We are grateful to the owner 
and management of• Mount 
Layton Hot Springs for the use 
of their meeting room and f, or 
hosting the delegates. Thanks to 
the reporters from the Terrace 
Review and the News-Advertiser 
• .for coverage o f  the event. We 
also appreciate the help of Mrs. 
Nancy Wilcox, who inscribed 
the award certificates presented 
at the conference. We hope this 
conference will be repeated, as it 
was a valuable experience for 
area volunteers. 
(Mrs.) Karen Enriquez, 
Chairman, Terrace Unit 
B.C.-Yukon Heafi 
Foundation. 
Growth in reading 
To  the Editor ;  
On behalf of the board of 
trustees of the Terrace Public 
Library, I would like to thank 
you for publishing our "quiz" 
in your newspaper. 
PAAC tour a success 
within the province• and it is only 
through support such• as yours 
that our association is able to 
continue our efforts to advance 
the cause of autism throughout 
British Columbia. 
Thank you again for all your 
support. I look forward to main- 
taining a good working.relation- 
ship with your community. 
Natalia Bouvier, 
Services Co-ordinator, 
Pacific Association for 
Autistic Citizens, 
Vancouver .  
To  the Edi tor ;  
I would like to take this op- 
port.unity to express my grati- 
tude for the support you gave to 
me on my trip to Northern B.C. 
in June. Your assistance in 
informing people in your area 
about :the public meeting was 
greatly appreciated. I was very 
pleased with the reception that I 
received and feel that the trip 
was a definite success in meeting 
its objectives. 
I feel that these annual tours 
are an integral part of serving 
the needs of autistic citizens 
Community interest in the 
Terrace area is very alive, thanks 
in a large measure tO the news 
media which help promote us, 
the library, in every way. 
Interest shown in the library 
by your paper, plus your very 
tangible support, has been,,'jn a 
large measure, a driving force in 
• the continued success we have 
had in meeting our Objectives. 
Our book statistics indicate 
continued increase in use and in- 
volvement by the people of Ter- 
race, and on a per capita basis, 
we are considerably ahead of 
other libraries in the zone - -  and 
elsewhere - -  for that matter, 
Again, we thank you. 
M. Lorimer, 
Corresponding Secretary, 
Board of Trustees, 
Terrace Public 
Library Association. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO PROCEED WITH 
LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PRCGRAMMES 
Notice is hereby given pursuant to Section 656 of the Municipal Act that Council of the 
CRy of Terrace intends to proceed with the construction of certain works hereinafter 
described as a Local Improvement under the Initiatives Plan. 
General Descdptlon of the Work 
InStallation of sanitary sewer on the north side of Highway 16 West, from the Lift Sta- 
tion west of Griffith Street to 35 Meters west of Earle Street. 
i 
STREET COMMUTED COST COST PER FOOT OVER 
PER FOOT 20 YRSJ10 YRS. 
i i 
TOTAL TAXABLE 
COST FRONTAGE 
Highway $26,844.00 869.32 ft. $33.16 $5.87 $4.44 
16 West 
| I II I I ~ m 
Further notice Is hereby given th a copy of this notice has been mailed tO the owner(s) 
of the parcels of land liable to be specially charged for the Cost of said works, and 
unless within one (1) month of the date of publicati0n Of this notice, a majority Of the 
owners representing at least one half of the value of the parcelswhich are liable to be 
specially charged, petition the Council of the City of Terrace not to proceed with it, the 
work may be undertaken as a Local Improvement. 
Petitions shall be lodged with the Clerk-Administrator, and shall be deemed to he 
presented to the Council when so lodged, ofwhich every owner of a parcel of land liable 
to be specially ¢hsrged under these Progmmmee, is liable to take notice and be govern- 
ed aooordlngly., ; • " F .R .  Hal lUr 
' :i ~' ..... - C ielk-Adminlatmtol 
' • : ~ . "• ' CITYOF TERRACE 
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The .. 
I see it.. .  
by,Stephan le  Wlebe 
: We're in the final stages of 
s~er ,  and the garage sales 
are still going strong. Every 
weekend, bargain hunters 
follow the signs to rummage. 
through somebody else's junk, 
hoping to find something " 
useful at a good price. Often, 
that useful item will end up at 
the buyer's own garage sale 
next year. I figure there's a
small percentage of used mer- 
:chandise that keeps moving 
from one garage sale to 
another over the years, rotating 
from basement to basement. 
• :There's an orange and white 
flowered fondue pot around 
town --- I'm sure I've seen it at 
four different garage sales. 
We participated in a garage 
salethis year. We shared the 
sale.with friends, and between 
thetwo families, the amount of 
junk we had acquired, over the 
yearswas astounding. There's 
one problem with sharing a
garage sale, and that's pre-sale 
trading. For example, our 
friend noticed that we were 
selling a carpet sweeper, and I 
noticed my friend's old chairs; 
each had items •that the other 
would find useful. So we trad- 
ed. Then I saw this fantastic 
lamp that she didn't want, and 
she admir~ my footstool. 
Another trade. Her kids"had 
old skates that would .fit my 
kids. • We had some old garden 
tools that she needed. And so 
on. Suddenly, the array of 
saleable items had shrunk 
somewhat. 
I noticed the "garage sale 
groupies" hovering around in 
anticipation, itching to rifle 
through our discards. They 
show up early, hoping to get 
first crack at the goods, and 
their discovered valuables. One 
ladykept bargaining on the 
price0fmy child's old swing, 
A new swing would cost 
$25.00, and mine was priced at 
$10.00. She got me down to  
eight, then six, but when she 
pushed for, $5.00, I got my 
back up. "Noway. Six 
dollars." So she purposefully 
strode back to the table and 
left the swing for another 
buyer. I wanted to shout at 
her, ,'Hey, lady --  it's only a 
buckl Don't be so cheapl" But 
I maintained my dignity. 
I also noticed that certain 
August  
August 9: 
August 10:  
August 11: 
August 12: 
August 13: 
August 14: things just don't sell. The 
beautiful ceramic soup tureen 
hand-made by your Aunt Olga, August 15: 
that. you haven't used in  15 
years because it's r.eally too • ' • 
heavy and big and awkward,- Aug6st 16: 
(but it/s lovely, and a steal at ' -" • -: - ' " 
$3.00)  will never sell. But the 
old ragged chartruese drapes 
that your friend is selling will 
be snatched up immediately for August 17: 
$10.00. This can cause tension 
in any garage sale relationship. 
Buyers would~pproach me, 
asking if household appliances 
worked, and how well, and 
would I promise'that they were 
in good running condition? 
This became irritating, especial- 
ly when I got the f~ling they 
didn't believe me. I Was temi3- 
ted toput up a sign, " IF  YOU 
WANT A GUARANTEE, GO 
TO SEARS". Again, I re- 
frained. 
All in all, we profited well. 
We cleared out a lot of excess 
stuff, made a bit of money, 
and vowed to never collect so 
much junk everagain. 
By the way, ~ the child's swing 
never did sell. But if that lady 
is reading tills, she can have it 
Compl ledby  Tom-Tag0 i l~: i -  iii' 'i"/./" '~''~ )::ii.i•, 'ii 
August >'; i . .  Canada: C~operatiVe Commonwealth:T 
August 3: Death oft l ie eroticist, Sidonie Gabrielle ,~t,t~ttv l~,~,~7 .... . <.: , .... ..... ::~ 
Death b oisoningof JFK's-ai ld ~'s fav0f i te  actress, M~lyn~M6nrbei August 4: y P . . . . . . .  
August 5: Nelson Mandala goes to jail-(1963)aS prisonerof conscience.. 
John Lennon says "The Bustles" are more popular than Jesus (1966). 
6: - Birth of the'poet, Alfred, Lord Tennyson (1809). . . . . . . . .  
Birth of LordStrathc6ne (1820), Canadian capitalist/statesman. : :  . . . . . . .  " .~, "~:~i~:i!~!i~i:~i"~";~.,~, ,.,.~..<,:: ' 
.... ... . ~ .,..!~ ,t.~'~;~!~../: g.s. vaporizes Hiroshima, ushering in :theNucle.ar Age(1945). ' ' r :k ; ":~ "~ '~ '~ '  . . . . . . .  l 
American Yippies disrupt busines s as Usual at D~sneyland (1970). :" <:: i~/~,. :~:, <~:-:~;~>/~ : 
1593: lzaak Walton begins 90-year:fishing trip. :,.i-/:~;..~/~::-~,,~:,~:~,.,"~i.,i~..%,!.:.. : 
Nagasaki Day: U.S. putsend to•WW'll.(1945) with a 
Death of the author, Hermann Hesse (1962): 
• "Tricky-Dick" Nixon nixed by U,S. ConstitutiOn C 
Smithsohian I stitute founded with James smithsm 
German terrorists attack ,'Big:Mac '~ in Munich(19 
Airliner crash near Tokyo claims bodycount of 52( 
Birth of the suffragette,Lucy Stone •(1818). ' ~, 
Canada routs U.S. Army at Battle of Fort Detroit( 
Death of the playwright, Bertold Brecht (1956). 
ASSUMPTION DAY, an immovable f ast. 
Birth, of the opium eater; ThomasDe Quincey (178 
INDEPENDENCE DAY, INDLA, 1947. 
Death of the Bambin0,•George H rman 'Babe' Rul 
"Woodstock Nation", pop. 400,000,-gets it on (19 
Death of the pop star; Elvis 'The Pelvis' Presley (1 
HARMONIC CONVERGENCE, 1987. 
FULLMOON, '1.989. 
Tagish Charlie, Skookum Jim & G. Carmacks find gold inthe Klondike 0869),: '~ ~ • 
Rudolph 'Mad Rudi' Hess finally gets out of Spandau Prison (1987): " " -. 
Pakistan lightens up (1988) as Zia ul-Haq and Yank advisors explode in mid air. 
August 19: CIA hits Iranian democracy (1953),ousts Mossedegh for n~iJ0nalizingoil fields, i 
1988: Iran and Iraq decide to war no more, for awhile. " . . . . . .  
August 20: Psycho U.S. Postal employee in Oklahoma kills 15 (1986). ' . . . .  
August 21: The "Prague Spring" comes to abrupt end gratis of Soyiet anks (i968). 
Benlgno Aquino assassinated in Manila (1983). 
August 22: Birth of the composer, Claude Debussy (1862). 
August. 7A: ~.- British forces torch Washington, "D.C;~ (!814)~ <'~ 
August 25: Bfi'tli~of Brat Harte (1839); popular 19th'century author. 
"SUperman" philosopher F iedrich Nietzsche dies (1900)a be 
Chicago police riot dt Democratic National Convention (1968 
August 26:. 1576: Death of the artist, Titian. 
American men grant "their" women the right to vote (1920). 
Samantha Smith, 12-year-old American Peacenik., perishes in 
August 27: Birth of the philosopher, Georg Wilhelm Hegel (1770). 
'August 28: Birth of the philosopher, John Locke (1632). 
August 29: 
August 31: 
Birth of the author, Count Lyof N. T01stoi(1828). 
Last live performance of "The Beatles" (1966). : 
Undefeated heavyweight champ, Rocky Marciano goes down for full count (1969). ~
• : :"i•ii~i/-~. ¸ ! ~/:'/~/:"•!~ .• i - 
then haggle over the price of for $5.00. _ ~ -1- -.. .- . f ~ ' ~  
Confusion reig.ns on 
ol,c,es expense p 
" " ' :': ' . " . . qk_LB. It wasn't a btg deal at the when Hull noted he had been 
time, a 30-second exchange of reimbursed $21 for hotel park- t Grill o,,h. 
words between aldermen Danny ing fees he had not claimed for 
Sheridan and Dave Hull at the and suggested that the expense This spot could Terrace Hotel 655 Irdls0 
July. 10 Terrace city council did not qualify undercity Pohcy [ [ be yours • For your dining pleasure we have 
meetmg. But one local media no. 13. Hull added thatHal-  ~ ~ |  . . expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
outlet felt it was worth almost a lock had also received money [ I~]M I]WI.~ hours. ' 
quarter page of coverage and under similar Clrumstances and ~) .~ 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
this caused alderman Ruth Hal- Sheridan had been reimbursed 
lock, who wasn't at that meeting an extra$15whenhechangeda F[ D ni g   l:l:)oi[Y )5 
and didn't witness the event, to city-booked hotel room tO one 
write out a cheque at the July 24 with an ocean view. ne  | n 
• i I l [mi l lq l  In qu iet  sur round ings l  • n council meeting for $21 and of- Policy no. 13, Section 5, Sub- ~ 
r far it to MaYor Jack Talstra. section 2, states: "Parking Chinese  & Western Culs l  e 
Hall0ck explained that, the charges which are directly asso- ~S~;  5 p,m. - -  10 p.m. ~ '  Mon.--Thurs.10".30~m.~m_ldnlght 
• 4020 kako lse  Avenue F,,. ~S,t.  ~X.~m----=, ,.,,. , ' $21 was tacked on to a claim for elated with an overnight .stay at . sanely Iz®.m. lo p~ 
expenses incurred while on city a hotel or motel when an era- 638-8141 ' 4913 Keith Avenue, 
business and was intended to ployee is using a vehicle on the '638"1848 or638"8034 ' 
cover parking costs. Both Tat- municipalities' business. This ' 
• stra and city administrator Bob applies whether the charge is • 
Hallsor said, however, it was a recorded on. the hotelbill or is an GIU,,,O _ .4 .  • 
• , IV I  0 I1~ ~.  val ldexpense and refused, to " independent charge.. . t,~ ,,t " . - t~ ..,¢ , . . . . .  ,]irl/Nik,1_=,~,~ l~'~|/Ikl . . .  
~pt  the cheque, Th,s left Hal- . . . . .  ' ', ,RESTAURANT' ,  I . . • 
i0ck  with cheque in hand and no Both Talstra and Hallsorfeei ~.~'~' Chinese  & Canad ian  Food ~ I -" Spe.cializing m lChm.ese 
p~to  put'it, Shetherefore the reimbursement.for parking . [ (~ i .  OPENT...,DAYS.AWEEK .~tj~ i Cmsinea ndcanaalan:= 
d she would donate the $21 to expenses were .just mea unaer  "lllg /non ' wea n . .~oa.m.  - -  I0:00 p;m..r. i . l  I, I ' . ' rW, , t ,^ , ,  " ' "" 
II 10eal organization and handed, the pollm/ .y ,%"  . ' • ' - -  • *~/ / "  " " v for xa)~Oul 
ren  don t. It rematm to 
, i ~ h ~  myO~l.el l . l~v e 4643ParSk~d:nYu12:..a.milOt.P.m.65,,.~..i.11 .trace, . 
. . : l . ! i~, .~,~it l i !~.ehi~ge began m a pubhc forum. ,, _ , ..... . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . 
JIM PIFFER: You don't want 
to live in a hospital on a per- 
manent basis. 
The following story is-the last 
in a series by staff reporter Tod 
Strachan capturing apart of the 
history ~ of Skeenaview Lodge 
and the people who worked 
there. Information was provided 
by Jim Piffer, one of the origi- 
nal employees atwhat was then 
called the Home for the Aged, 
and Fraser McKinnon, author of 
a Northwest Community Col- 
lege Geography 101 project en- 
titled "'A Case Study of S.~eena- 
view Lodge, Terrace',~t:B.C." 
which is dated Dec. 4, 1978. 
The first patients arrived at<~ 
: . ~ ,=~. ,  , . .  
the Home for the ~,ged 39 ye~s 
ago this October. They were 
mental patients from Essondale, 
a Vancouver institution. The 
population of Terrace at the 
time was between 300 and 400, 
but by 1951 the staff and patient 
population at the Home for the 
Aged would nearly double that 
figure. It was a boon for the 
community of Terrace -- over, 
the next four decades this insti- 
tution would spend many. mil- 
lions of dollars in the communi- 
ty and provide •full and part-time 
employment for an estimated 
3,000 residents over that period. • 
But there were some problems 
too, Low wages and meager 
funding resulted in a high rate of 
staff turnover and shortages. In 
1951, there were only about 60 
employees to care for 300  
patients. Consequently, the pa- 
tients, most o f  whom were 
young, in good• health and 
mislabled "mentally ill" did .? 
much of the work in maintaining 
the home themselves. "We had. '~ 
two dining rooms," recalls Pif- 
fer as an example, "and there: t 
was no staff to work in them,:,• 
You had to pick out the better 
workers and tram them to do the~' 
work." 
*Things began changing in 
1960, however. The government 
began changing the institution's 
role in the community by con- 
verting it from a mental institu- 
tion to a home for the chronical- 
ly ill. Ment~ patients from Es-, 
sondale were no longer admitted 
to the home, but instead the 
elderly in northern B.C,, says 
McKinnon. Each was expected 
to contribute $1.47 per day from 
their pensions, but here again 
• the home had a problem -- the 
admission age was 65 and pa- 
tients weren't eligible for their 
pensions until they were 70. 
Also, many were European im- 
migrants and had lost their pass. 
ports and had no proof of age. 
o l  
Social workers Spent weeks 
sorting these problems out, 
writes McKinnon. 
Another problem arose, ac- 
cording to McKinnon, when the 
Home for the Aged established 
the first "open-door policy" in 
the province. With it's changing 
role and an open-door policy, 
the patient population began to 
grow, and because the elderly 
needed more care than the. pre- 
dominantly young patient popu, 
lation that live d there before, 
• there was an even greater short- 
age of staff. 
Because of these problems 
and others, like the cost o f  
transporting patients and heat- 
ing buildings with little or no 
insulation, the l~ome was almost 
shut down on a number of  
occasions but somehow survived 
bureaucratic indecision. One 
such crisis came in 1967. The 
patients were scheduled to be 
transferred to Coqualeetza, an 
Indian School in Chilliwack, 
and the home was slated to be 
closed. At the last moment Na- 
tives protested the sale of their 
• school and.the government 
ch~inged its mind. 
They did, however, change 
the name -- from the Home for 
,the Aged to Skeenaview Hospi- 
tal. The government wanted to 
improve the institution's com- 
munity image and p rovidea 
more positive atmosphere for its 
!'residents" -- they were no 
longer referred to as patients. 
But these changes not only 
failed to address the problem of 
staff shortages, they made it 
worse. "The staff demand was 
greater because of the change 
from physically healthy mental 
patients to older, physically un- 
healthy ones," explains McKin- 
non. 
The severity of the problem 
made headlines in the Oct. 2, 
1970, Terrace Herald. Thepre- 
vious Friday, B.C. New Demo- 
cratic Party leader Dave Barrett 
' j 
iistory of attitude " | 
visited Skeenaview Hospital and on hand for the event"; "~:~:':' ii 
its nearly 300 residents. That The Herald says Barrett hen, . . . . .  ~ it 
evening, according to the Her- went on to point out the need 
aid, Barrett, l~ader of the Oppo- for improved bridge :and: road 
sition at the time, told about 60 services in the Northwest, the ~*-" ~ 
people at a public meeting that fact Terrace had not had a l. 
his tour had been a "shattering medical health officer for three I "I 
experience". He added, to this years, and described the area's 
though, "TheJneglect isthrough 550 welfare families as Terrace's 
no fault of the 60 personnel who "half-million dollar industry". 
staff the instituion. The institu- Finally, the closing paragraph .1 
tion is simply understaffed to states: "He• was ver y:;criticaiof 
such an extent hat there is.little Skeena Social Credit MLA Dud, 
else for the present personnel to ley Little in failing to~takestr0ng 
do other than. offer the mini- action in getting.the~eccessary i I 
mum care and time tO the 250- services into this:and'other tom- •~: 
some-odd patients." munities in the constituency." =. 
The article goes on to say how Two years later, the NDP was 
Barrett criticized the Social voted into power and changes ~-. 
Credit government for not even began to take place, says 
recognizing the union there and McKinnon; Skeenaview Hospi~ . 
described Skeenaview employees tal became: Skeenaview Lodge. ~, 
as "second rate ;citizens','. He Nurses uniforms were replaced ~" 
pointed out that.the Minister of with street clothing•-- in many 4 
Healtkhad never visited Skeena- cases blue jeans. Residents were :., 
view :'yet when the vocational no longer equired to wear white 
school -.was :opened;: here • this hospital clothing " they could ;~ 
summer•the entire cabinet was continued on page 14 
- . - 
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.... AMessagefrom 
the Minister of Health 
As a member of British Columbia's 
Medical Services Plan, you e~oy the 
benefits of one of the world's finest 
• health care systems. 
As good as our system is, we are 
always working to make it better- 
and~that is the reason for British 
Columbia's new CareCard. 
The CareCazd will play an important 
role in health care into the 1990's 
a~d beyond. It wig help to stream- 
lineth~i running of our health care 
:.~ system, resulting in more efficient. 
• ;; r ecord-keepi~ and better service 
to the public. ' ~ ~ 
• By practicing a 
healthy lifestyle 
and using our. 
health care 
system wisely, 
we can all help 
manage health 
care costs. ' 
Honourable Peter A. Dueck 
] /~D Minister of tlealthand 
l~ ,~- - .4  Minister Responsible for Seniors 
Anolher Step . .Fe. ~r.vmrd For 
British Columb,a's Quality 
Hearth Care System 
The CareCard isa new, personalized 
identity card for members of B.C2s 
Medical Services Plan. It replaces i : 
the current MSP card and Seniors', 
• Pharmacare card with adurable plastic 
card...one which bears your signatqre 
and Personal Health Number. Ifyou ~ow 
belong to MSP, you'll receive a CareGa- rd 
within the'next few months. It~ all part 
of our ongoing effort o improve the 
operation of our health care system. 
ACareCard for each Individual 
Every MSP subscriber under 65 years 
of age will be mailed an indMdual 
CamCaxd, as well as a separate card for 
each dependent. Except for young" 
children, everyone should sign his or 
her own card.., and carry it when 
visiting aphysician or other health care 
provider. 
I II 
"~"J ::i!i . ! ~!i/i !i:~: ~ :: i i  ~ i ~ 
A special Gold CareCard 
fw  Seniors 
B.C. residents 65 years and over 
will receive aspecial Gold CareCard, , 
which replaces both the MSP and the 
Seniors' Pharmacare cards. As a Senior, 
this will be the only card you need 
when visiting a physician, pharmacist 
or other health care provider. The 
Gold CareCard isa more convenient 
way to e~joy our comprehensive health 
care system and the various discounts 
available to Seniors throughout 
British Columbia. ! ! i :  
i:: 
Province of ; 
British Columbia 
Ministryof Health i 
! • . .~ ,  
' i  
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Ansems well up in field at world championships 
Despite hot  evening skies and  a route that  o f fe red  very woman aged 60 ran it in 43 overall, time - -  2 hr. 43min. 57 17 •miles, •time -- 1.42.16. 
little shade, Terrace's Ed Ansems placed 37th overall out 
of 1,000 runners in the 10-kilometer oad race at the 
eighth World Veterans track and field championships at 
Eugene, Oregon last Thursday. 
" ::7!~:~i!~:?~!i~:~i~i'i!i;~,i~ ::. 
Terrace runner Ed Ansems, 
shown here dur ing  the  
Skeena Va l ley  Rotary .  
Trlathlon, is emerging as one 
of the top veteran runners in 
Canada. 
Running in the 40 to 44 age 
group, Ansems finished 19th out 
of 145 competitors; His time of 
33 minutes, 57 seconds was 3:14 
off the winner's time, and about 
one minute over his best per- 
sonal time. 
Out of more than 200 Cana- 
dian runners, Ed was fourth best 
Canadian and third top Cana- 
dian for his age group. He had a 
16:19 time at the five-K mark. 
The first woman across the 
line was timed in 34 minutes. 
She had run behind Ansems 
most of the race and was the ob- 
ject of most photographers and 
TV camermen. 
" I f  nothing else, they sure 
shot a lot of video of me and this 
woman," he told us. 
The first three runners were 
all within nine seconds of each 
other, which added up to an ex- 
citing finish. 
"Some of these athletes Were 
amaz ing , "  hei  said. "An  
80-year-old woman finished the 
race in 54 minutes. Another 
Charity  golf match 
supports hospital 
The Inn of the West's third 
annual invitational Charity Golf 
Challenge is supporting the Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Founda- 
tion this year. 
The Aug. 27 event is using a 
two-bail, alternate shot format 
for 18 holes. The entry fee of 
$60 a player includes your golf, 
two to San Francisco or Los 
Angeles courtesy of Canadian 
Airlines International, and trip 
for two anywhere in their system 
courtesy of AirBC. 
Many more individual prizes. 
valued at several hundred 
dollars will be offered. 
a lunch; dinner and awards. The entry deadline was set for 
Plans call for pro-registration yesterday, but chances are 
at the clubhouse a l l  1 a.m. with there's till some openings. You 
the first tee-off at 12 noon. must enier at the main desk of 
Grand prizes include a trip for the Inn of the West. 
Smithers wrestlers 
to Canada Games 
Smithers has two athletes 
named to the B.C. wrestling 
team that competes in the  
Canada Games at Saskatoon 
next month. 
Veteran Hi:ath Bolster and 
rookie Cam Johnson.picked up 
berths on the 10-player oster 
named this week by manager 
Bruce Nicholson and coach Jake 
Huizinga, both of Abbotsford. 
The wrestlers compete in week 
two of the August 13 to 26 event 
with the round-robin portion be- 
ginning on the 22nd. Medal 
round follows. 
Nicholson said B.C. is strong 
and could wind up with the team 
gold. He also expects several 
medals from different weight 
classes. 
Bolster should be one of the 
stars. He's a junior national 
champ and a member Of the na- 
tional espoir team. 
minutes, 43 seconds." . 
Ed also pointed out that a 
75-year-old manran the eventin 
44 minutes. 
He told us that most athletes 
had entered two or three vents. 
" I f  I had known I could enter 
more than one, I 'd have done 
SO." - :~""  " : " "  ; ' " '  " 
The overall registration for 
the numerous events was about 
6,000. More than 5,000 com=- 
petitors from around the world 
turned up. 
It was the eighth time the 
event took place and the first 
time in the U.S.A. (resulting in 
the largest urnout of male and 
female athletes). 
In past years (it's held every 
two years) it was held in West 
Germany, Australia and New 
Zealand. 
Ansems is proud of the fact 
that he's now completed the 
total distance quivalent to cir- 
cling the world (more than 
24,902 miles) and over 90 per- 
cent of his lifetime running has 
been done on Terrace streets and 
the immediate area. 
Listed below are his accom- 
plishments over the years. 
Out -o f - town races:  
Vancouver Marathon: 1979-- 
1st marathon run, 63rd place 
sec. - -number  of  runners - -  
900; 1982-  15th place overall, 
time - -  2;31.20, 2,400 runners; 
1983 - -  16th place overall, •time 
- -  2.30.18, 2,500 runners; 1984 
- -  9th place overall, time - -  
2.28.52, 2,100-runners. 
Seattle Marathon: 1981 - -  
36th  overall; "time "-~'~2~36-16, 
1,800 runners. 
Victoria Marathon: 1~)83 
3rd overall, time - -  2.28.18, 800 
runners. 
Alcan Half Marathon: 1979 
- -  1st place, 15 miles, time - -  
1.31.00;: 1980 - -  1st place/15 
miles, time - -  1.33.00; 1981 - -  
1st place, 13.1 miles, t ime-  
1.13.06; 1982-  1st place, 13.1 
miles, t ime-  1.11.00; 1983-  
1st place, 13.1 miles, time - -  
1.10.30. 
B.C. Summer Games: 1988-  
4th place overall, 10 km, 
masters' only race, t ime-  
34.10. 
Smithers Fall Fair 10 km race: 
1988 - -  2rid place overall and 1 st 
master unner, time - -  34.56: 
Prince Rupert Glow Days 
10km race: 1987 -- 2nd overall, 
time - -  34.39; 1988 - - I s t  master 
and 2nd overall, time -- 35.09; 
1989 - -  Ist overall, time - -  
33.54. 
Prince George to Boston 
• Road Race: 1982 - -  5th overall, 
The scores  are.. . .  
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER 
Under.0 division 
McAIplne 10, Ken's Photo 4 
Terrace Chrysler 12, Tilden Tigers 4 
Totem Ford 8, Dairy Queen 4 
Under.10 division 
Surveyors 6, Skeena Cellulose 1 
Coop 4, A.G.K. 1 
Thunderbirds 5, Centennial Lions 2 
Shoppers Drugs 7, Carlyle Shepherd 5 
Skeena Sawmills 5, Terrace Travel 1 
Shaughnessy 10 km Road 
Race: 1984-- l l th overall, time 
- -33 .11 .  
Pr ince  Ruper t  ~;eafest 
Triatldon: -1988 --  3 team 
members, placed 1st for run. 
Hazelmere Valley 10 km (Sur- 
rey): .1989 - - .  1st overall, time -- 
34~.05.- -..~:.;,:.-:./ ..~ .... . . .: 
In town races (Terrace, B.C.) 
All Seasons Half Marathon: 
1982 - -  1st overall, 1,11.23; 
1984 -~-3rd overall, 1.15.07; 
198"7 _L  1st overall, 1.17.08; 
1988 - -  1st overall, 1.15.31. 
Terrace Annual Spring Run: 
1980 - -  1st overall, 8 miles, 
47.47; 1981 --  l i t  overall, 8 
miles, 47.31; 1987 --  2nd 
overall, 10 kin, 35.56; 1988-  
1st master and 2nd overall, 10 
kin, 34.32. 
King of the Mountain Foot- 
race: 1977 - -  4th overall, 43.13; 
1978 - -  4th overall, 43.00; 1979 
- -  1st ov'~rall, 40.15; 1981 - -  6th 
overall, 44.00; 1982 - -  3rd 
overall, 39.54. 
Skeena Valley Triathlon: 1988 
- -  3-man team, 1st in 10 km 
race, 33.30, team placed 1st a ,d  
established a new course record, 
1.51.39. 
Terrace Fitness Funfest: 1980 
- -  Pentathlon event, placed 1st 
in running event, team placed 
1st overall. 
Under.14 division 
Rotary 7, Northern Drugs 4 
San.Berry United 0, Bavarian Inn 0 
TERRACE MEN'S  SLO-P ITCH 
SOFTBALL  LEAGUE 
Thornhill Motors 21, Rudon Rowdies 5 
SKB Molson Wreckers 15, Not of the West 6 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY RESULTS 
,,.~.,:,., • Sl l ldlml B , 
.Trophy.dash: ls{, Emje. ,P.bdllns (5); 2nd, Albert Weber 
#(e); 3rd, ~ Herb Quast (66i. 
Heb;Ulst, ErnlePerldn8(5); 2nd, Herb Quast (66); 3rd~ 
Ed Johnson (93). 
Main: let, Ernle Perkins (5); 2nd, Herb Quast' (66); 3rd, 
Albert Weber (6). 
Hobby 'A' 
Trophy dash: let, Dave Relnhardt (555); 2nd, Don 
Pearson (036); 3rd, Wee Patterson (166). 
• Heat: 1st, Don Pearson (036); 2nd, Wee Patterson 
(166); 3rd, Ron Harris (444). 
Main: 1st, Wee Patterson (166); 2nd, Don Pearson- 
(036); 3rd, Dave Relnhardt(555). 
Hobby 'B '  
Trophy dash: 1st, Phil Truscott (444); 2nd, Dan Fagan 
(048; 3rd, Blaine KIuss (856). 
Heat: let, Jerry. Clausen (036); 2nd, Dan Fagan (048); 
3rd, Blaine KIuss (856). 
Main: 1st, Jerry Clausen (036); 2nd, Dan Fagan (048); 
3rd, Blaine Kiuss (856). 
St reet  'N 
Trophy dash: 1st, Leo Relnhardt (556); 2nd, Fred Kilns 
(007); 3rd, Sandra Lalte {500). 
Heat: 1st, Lea Relnhardt (556). 
Main: 1st, Fred KIIne (007); 2nd, Jerry Clausen (366). 
Street 'B' 
Trophy dash: 1st, Leon Lefebre (007); 2rid, Bill 
Aldersley (556); 3rd, Sandrs Lalte (500). 
Heat: let, Leon Lefebre (007); 2nd, 8111Aldersley(556); 
3rd, Sandra Lalte (500). 
Main: 1st, Leon Lefebre (007); 2nd, Bill Aldersley (556). 
'C' Class 
• Dash: Sharon Fagan (048); 2nd, Jean Pearson (036); 
3rd, Connie Hanson (856). 
Hobby main: 1st, Sharon Fagan (048); 2nd, Dawn 
Tomas (166); 3rd, Jean Pearson(036). 
Street main: let, Sandra Lalte (500).; • 
• ' . . . .  " Jsmbonm.. ' '. 
Sportsman: let, Albert Weber(S). , ,., , 
Hobby: let, WeB Patterson (166). 
Street: let, Jerry Clausen (366). 
Tough competition in 
Vegas for B.C. boys 
The boys' B.C. under-17 83-62 loss to San Diego, theft 
_ _ , , . .  • ~,a , !  p 4 ~ A 
followed up by losing 69-51 to 
Ohio. They had two more games 
before the series winds up. One 
of the B,C. players is Terrace 
Caledonia Kerm0de's Jackie 
Brown, 
basketball reps were told they'd 
face the best in the U.S. at •the 
Las Vegas Invitational tourna- 
ment and this prediction has 
turned out: correct, Their first 
two games were one-s ided 
losses. They openedwith an 
t:": 
It came as a shock to former 
Terrace resident Gary Moen 
:when he•learned the. prize- 
winni'ng tr ipto Hawaii for the 
Ironman Triathlon in October 
was his if he wanted it. 
~It surprised the 26,year-old 
former :Terrace resident, who 
:a0W: lives in Kamloops, when 
• D~. Dale GreenwOod came up to. 
h im at the Rotary Skeena Valley 
• Triatlflon's third annual ban- 
quet and offered .Gary';the top 
.' 1"he surprise was due to .the 
__ fact.:Gary :placed.~third in-.the 
men's category. 
gets - .-h i s -d ream.  
• lt;,seems that winner Jaime 
Cathcart and .runnerup .John 
Nelson.. both-turned thumbs 
'down on the prestigious award,. 
with the cost factor being the 
main reason. 
Moen .thought on it for about 
10 ..minutes .before advising co- 
,ordinator Greenwood he'd ac- 
cept the trip. - 
Moen, who left. Terrace four 
years ago to work with his father 
in the restaurant  supply 
business, had returned here 
specifically for the triathlon. 
He'd been ~competing in "this 
event for some time, with seven 
. " , -  . . .  
. . •  . . . :  
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. ,  .a  tic ke t , to.t.he ro n rn an  . ':.- .: 
school athlete in track and field, about winning and going :ito, : ::::: ; previous races under his belt. 
.:'Two years :ago he injured 
himself.training for Hawaii, and 
just this year got :back into ac- 
tion. Having heard good reports 
on. last year's Skeena:Valley ef- 
fort, hedecided to come back 
and take part on his old stomp- 
in' grounds. 
He felt he had a good chance 
at'winning here, andlooked for- 
ward to grabbing the Hawaii 
jaunt. Of course, during our in- 
terview, hehad no idea the trip 
would fell into his lap. 
-;. When he-:lived here,, the 
26-year-old Moen Was an active 
.i Local hockey youths: strive for 
positions .in training camp 
, , ,  • . . 
J a red  Ewart and Davey Jones 
of Terrace will know by this 
weekend if •they've earned a 
place on the roster of 'Team 
Pacific'.. 
The two under-17, hockey 
North Stars signFlaherty 
.. Terrace hockey, netminder falo Bisons - -  the team that 
Wade Flaherty has returned drafted him from the junior Vic- 
toria Cougars last summer - -  
was one of three goalies at the 
Minnesota camp. He was the on- 
ly one offered a contract. After 
working at the Terrace summer 
hockey school, he returns to the 
Stars' main camp in Kalamazoo 
starting the first of September. 
stars are at Osoyoos with the top 
46 prospects in B.C. for a week- 
long training camp that began 
last Sunday. 
From the group of 46 will be 
chosen • one goalie~ three de- 
fencemen and six forwards. 
They'll band together with an 
equal number from an Alberta 
camp to form 'Team Pacific'. 
'Team Pacific' will be one of 
five Canadian squads picked in a 
similar manner and all aged 
under 17. These teams head to 
Quebec during the Christmas 
break for competition in the 
Esso Cup tournament. 
The other teams ~ are 'Team 
Western '• (Saskatchewan-  
Manitoba), 'Team Ontario', 
'Team Quebec' and 'Team 
Atlantic' (Maritimes). 
Jones and Ewart started out in 
the spring where they attended a 
'Team North' camp after getting 
by district selections. 'Team 
North' and •five other squads 
played next in a round-robin 
B.C. Cup series where Jones and 
Ewart's team finished second. 
In May they learned of their 
selection to the 46-player B.C. 
camp which is on this week. 
Both players have already re- 
ceived several offers to turn 
junior 'A' this coming season. 
from a two-week Minnesota 
North Star conditioning camp 
where he signed a one-year con- 
tract to play this season with the 
Stars' International League 
farm team at Kalamazoo, 
Michigan. Flaherty, who was 
not offered a contract by Buf- 
Low registration 
scraps  soccer  schoo l  
about 60 youngsters. 
Several potential participants 
for the Northwest Academy felt 
the  fees were too high. 
Organizers wanted $235 for 
those staying at  the Northwest 
College for the week, or $125 
• week-long fee fee for locals and 
billet-outs. 
Another concern came from 
mothers of female players who 
were not allowed to register. 
Last week's baptism of B.C. 
Soccer ' s  second summer 
academy for youllg players 
didn't get past:thestartfng line, 
and-it seems likely the reason is 
that the school was too costly. 
• Not :enough boys- in the 11 to 
:!Tags group signed up to make 
the training camp worthwhile. 
The Credit Union soccer 
camp, held two weeks previous, 
took boys and girls aged five to 
16 for a $45 fee at Northwest 
College. Outsiders had to make 
.arrangements :for their own ac- 
In any case, registration fell 
well short of expected numbers, 
,It wasn't until arriving in 
Kamloops that triathlon com- 
petition caught his attention. 
"I  had seen these running, 
swimming and biking events on 
television before, but paid little 
attention. When I got to 
Kamloops, I noticed posters 
about hem and decided to give 
it a try," he told us. 
He trained for six weeks, en- 
tered the event and turned out to 
be the top Kamloops' com- 
petitor. 
-He  admitted that at'ter two 
years off, he was concerned 
Hawaii. He knew if he won the 
trip it would mean r s t renuous  
conditioning leading up to the 
Ironman. 
He feels that of all his com- 
petitions,'the Kelowna Triathlon 
is the toughest, adding the field 
ofathletes i highly competitive. 
In workouts he felt the Ter- 
race course was very good, with 
a superb location which included 
finish lines for all three sporL_s a t  
the same location. He said he 's  
strongly reconunent our event o 
other interior racers. 
; - , . .  
t 
! 
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The development of local playing fields got a boost recent- 
ly when Sksena MLA Dave Parker presented $22,817 in lot- 
tery funds to assist in finishing a playground and sport field 
project next to Copper Mountain Elementary School. Ac- 
cepting the grant are Les Watmough, Thornhill director for 
the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, and Cleo Laxton, 
chairperson of the Thornhill Parksand Recreation Advisory 
Commission. The field, a joint project of the regional 
district and School District 88, should be finished bythe 
time school opens. 
commodation and meals, and thus cancelling out what would ts in local sports 
most youngstes picked up have been only the second ~,~, l l~ j~ l l j~  even 
billets. This school attracted school of this type in B.C. 
Ki t imat  jun io r  hockey  ,n ,.e ,.n o, ,.o W.,',  ird a.- . ea.d.0 =eoo,.esof,ho coming up Aug. 19 and 20 at nual Charity Invitational Golf senior age group are still being 
' Rotary Park. Times andsched- Tournament at the Skeena sought for next Sunday's 
ule will depend on the number of Valley club on Sunday the 27th, Senior's Mile on Lakelse Avenue 
I f  you want'to play junior 'B' top of the $125. teams Signed up by Aug. 12. The should enter by this week at the in Terrace. For information, 
hockey in Kitimat next season, The tean~ was given a grant- entry fee is $60 a team, and each Inn of the West. The $60 entry contact Arlene Bergh at the 
it's going to cost you. in-aid for $1,100 to cover the tetun must have at least three fee includes 18 holes of two-ball, Happy Gang Centre. 
Kitimat city council has balance owing on ice rental for women on the roster. To alternate-shot golf, plus lunch, Riverboat Days sports coming 
adopted a recommeridation last season, register, phone Lisa Kirkaldy at dinner and lots of prizes, up this weekend include the 
from its advisory recreation 638-8801. The annual Skeena River Canyon City Lions soccer tour- 
commission to,charge members The Hawks have also beett Persons wishing to volunteer challenge bicycle race from nament at Skeena grounds from 
, of the 'Blackhawks' junior •'B' told they'll have to pay rental their services as referees, lines- Prince Rupert to Terrace on Friday to Monday; the Kinsmen 
team a participation fee of $125 fees for their concession by Sept, men or scorekeepers for the Ter- Aug. 20 has an entry deadline of men's slo-pitch softball tourna- 
per player. I. The number of spectators race summer night hockey Aug. 10. Bikers will note this ment at Riverside from Friday to 
And, if you live out-of-town watching Blackhawk games last league from Aug. 14 to 28, year's race starts at Rupert, not Monday, and the Timberland 
(like in Terrace) and want to year did not generate sufficient please leave your namewith Ter- Terrace as in the past. Pay your Horse Show at Thornhill from 
play, you'll pay an extra $50 on revenue to cover ice costs, race Totem Ford. registration fee of $25 at Sun- Saturday to Monday. 
, I  II I I  I I I II I 
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"yes, we now have your favorite selection of Imports!" 
- 635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Friday Saturday knday - -  Open Holidays - -  
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 11 e.m. to 11 p.m. 
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Zone seven 
from B.C. Games With medals 
Zone seven athletes 13fought The only gold medal per- 
home a total of 16 medals for formance was tqrned in by Kit- 
the B.C. Summer Games on July wanga's Laura McGregor ~ in  
22nd weekend, ju ror  parachuting. 
B,C. g irl.s in Oregon 
!Complete details aren't avail- 
able, but we can tell you that the 
B.C. under-17 girls' rep basket- 
ball team, with three Prince 
Rupert Rainbirds players in the 
lineup, placed fifth out of 22 
teams at the class-of-the-field 
tournament in Oregon City, 
Oregon last weekend. Rupert's 
Susie Jarosch, Audrey Dennison 
and Nina Phillipson all saw ac- 
tion in their four games. They 
opened with a 76-14 thrashing of 
Mount Hood All-Stars. Jarosch 
was touted as one of the top 
players. Next they took on top- 
ranked Santa Barbara nd pull- 
ed off a three-point upset. Den- 
nison was B.C.'s player of the 
game, while Jarosch also played 
well. Game three was their first 
loss ~-  by four points to Puget 
Sound All-Stars. Dennison was 
a standout once again. Their 
fourth and final game was a 
three-point loss to Portland. 
Jarosch was awarded the hustle 
trophy. 
The team .ow goes to 
Western Canadian champion- 
ships starting in Regina this 
week. 
Smithers' Parrish wins 
heptathlon competition 
~, Smithers' Michelle Parrish 
has won* her class in the B.C. 
open heptathlon competition i  
Vancouver over July* 15 
Weekend. 
The win for~the 21-year-old 
secures :her at the Canadian 
track and :field competition in 
Ottawa'  later ~ this summer. 
Depending one'her: performance 
there, she may qualify for the 
Commonwealth Games. At the 
f 
Canadians, Parrish will also be 
the starter for the B.C. relay 
team. 
Parrish - -go ing  into her 
fourth year at Simon Fraser 
University - -  has •competed in 
the heptathlon fbr four years. 
f ,  
The seven-event competition 
includes long jump, high jump, 
shot put, hurdles, javelin, the 
200-meter and 800-meter runs.. 
Kitimat minor soccer 
calls for more fields 
Kit imat 's  minor soccer 
association claims it is not get- 
ting a sympathetic hearing on 
their need for more playing 
fields. 
Spokesman Ken McEachern 
says city council just doesn't 
Care  • 
McEachern pointed out that 
minor soccer had 453 players for 
31 teams this year -- the most 
ever. He said that for the past six 
years, the soccer association has 
asked for funds for additional 
fields, but got a thumbs down. 
He pointed out that council 
fields for the Quatsino area, say- 
ing new fields are way down the 
recreation commission's priority 
list. 
Cost estimates show two light- 
ed and grassed fields could cost 
$300,000. McEachern says the 
soccer people had never re- 
quested.lighted fields. Without 
l ighting, fields could be 
developed for about $130,000. 
Lucas Kirby of Terrace picked 
up three medals for black 
powder shooting. He had silver 
for junior hawk and knife, and 
bronze medals for primitive and 
formal, 
In the Special Olympics Swim- 
ming section, Sabrina Brown 
came home with three bronze 
medals for 50-meter back, 
50-freestyle, and, 25-back. 
In shooting events, Toby 
Pierce of Francois Lake won 
silver in junior air rifle, plus 
bronze in junior smallbore. 
John Howatt of Burns Lake 
took• abronze in men'~air rifle. 
Prince Rupert's Janet Paavola 
won bronze in  13-and-14 syn- 
chronized swimming. 
Men's golf brought two 
medals to zone seven. Brock 
Waldron of Terrace had silver in 
men's individual, while the 
Northwest team won bronze. 
Medals in archery went to 
Zeffy Santucci of Kitimat (silver 
in junior men's freestyle) and 
Gerry Stuebing of Kitimat (silver 
in men's freestyle). 
A senior men's silver medal 
wezit to Prince Rupert's John 
Hardy in parachuting. 
Hockey 
and golf, 
Organizers of,/:the Terrace 
summer hockey ~hool and night 
league are urging -the night 
hockey prospects= to sign up as 
soon as possible so teams can be 
picked and a schedule drawn up 
for the Aug. 14 to 26 event. The_ 
night league is $30 a week. 
Players over 16 can take part in 
the night league. Phone Totem 
FOrd at 635-4984 to enter the 
night league; Meanwhile, entries 
are also being taken for the 
celebrity hockey-golf tourna- 
ment coming upon Sunday, 
Aug. 20. It's open to those 16 
and older. It's a nine-hole 
scramble series for partners 
picked from a hat. The entry fee 
It was pointed out that sched- of $25 includes a barbecue steak 
uling is particularly difficult his dinner and pflzei for everyone. 
year as the high school pitch is Play takes place at the Skeena 
being re-grassed~ and is shut Valley Golf and Country Club. 
down for longer than expected. Enter as soon as possible at Ter- 
took no action on a report show- It means youth soccer has access 
ing a need for two additional to only four fields. 
,.CATCH THE ACTION 
~.~ii~i~ V sit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
i!i!'~ii~i!nightiy entertainment. Come to 
~ where the  ACTION Is.  i I 
$0116 Hwy. 16 East 
race Totem Ford. 
Twelve-year.old Mark Hawke (above) and 11-year-old Traoy 
Webb are earning a little extra cash this summer advertis- 
Ing the Co-op Gar Bar in the downtown core on weekends. 
The pair work six to eight hours"~er week, weather per- 
mitting, and will continue to do so until the end of the sum- 
mer hOliday. . 
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Terrace Review production manager Jim Hall was one of a number of staff members and 
local dignitaries and constru~:tion workers who helped prepare our time capsule for burial 
last week. Shortly after this photowas taken, the concrete floor in the newspaper's new ex- 
pansion building was poured, permanently sealing the capsule. 
The Terrace Review's call to 
the community for contributions 
to a time capsule buried last 
week received an overwhelming 
response despite only four days' 
notice. The capsule - -  a piece of 
eight-inch diameter PVC water 
main six feet long donated by 
~C' was  the City of Terrace--  
jammed with document~ ~, photo- 
graphs, and small objects 
representative of the time and 
place in which we ~ffve. 
The capsule was:buried July 
26 in the floor of our new 
addition at the Greig St. offices 
and immediately covered with 
concrete. A plaque affLxed to 
one of the walls in the reception 
area will provide directions for 
locating it when some future 
(well into the future, we assume) 
demolition squad takes down 
the structure. 
The Terrace Review extends 
special thanksto CFTK radio 
and television for a thorough 
and professional job of publi- 
cizing the event; City Freeman 
Vesta Douglas, Regional 
Museum Society director Mamie 
Kerby and Terrace alderman 
Dave Hull for attending the 
event; and Dave McKeown's 
Progressive Ventures crew for 
taking time in their construction 
schedule to accommodate the 
project. We'd also like to give 
Terrace Review staff reporter 
Tad Strachan public credit for 
promoting and organizing this 
rather frenetic piece of pre, 
eruptive archaelogy. 
Local companies, organiza- 
tions and individuals contrib- 
uted the fo!lowing: 
Acklands Ltd.: A product line 
catalogue complete with the 
microfiche price list. 
All West Glass: An All West 
Glass poster signed by the 
glazier on the Terrace Review 
job, Harold Braam. 
Boy Scouts of Canada: 
Membership registration forms, 
1988-89, for the 1st Terrace 
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, Ven- 
turers and Rovers, 2nd Terrace 
Scouts and Venturers, 4th Ter- 
race Beavers, Cubs and Scouts, 
6th Terrace Beavers, Cubs and 
Scouts, 7th Terrace Beavers, 
Cubs and Scouts, and 8th Ter- 
race Cubs. Plus, the Scout- 
Guide Week •supplement to the 
Terrace Re¢iew, a copy of The 
Canadian Leader magazine, a 
1988-89 catalogue, section pam- 
phlets, a 1st Terrace Beaver 
group neckerchief with the 
United Church sponsor badge 
on the back, a 1989 Tiees for 
Canada badge, and a Terrace 
district badge. 
CFTK AM59 Radio: A one- 
hour tape of July 25,.~•1989 
broadcast beginning at about 
7:30 a.m. The tape includes 
news; n~usic, advertising and a 
phone-in segment where callers 
could leave a message for some- 
one in the :future. A letter 
describing the tapes content is 
included. '- 
City: of Terrace: The "'ca~ 
sule", a letter of greetings from 
Mayor Jack Talstra, a metal 
City of Terrace Kermodei pin, 
Riverboat Days 1989 "Schedule 
of Events", the June 1989 
Building and Plumbing Revenue 
report and the RCMP report for 
the same month, the Official 
Community Plan bylaw No. 905 
with amendments o July 24, 
1989, 1989 Tax Rate bylaw No. 
1171, 1989 Budget bylaw No. 
1172, Consolidated Zoning 
bylaw No. 4011, July 24, 1989, 
City of Terrace visitor's in- 
formation map, and an aerial 
photo of the city. 
• Employment  Standards 
Branch, Ministry of Labour and 
Consumer Services: A copy of 
the Human~Rights Act and an 
Employment Standards bulletin. 
Govemment Agents' Branch, 
Ministry of Regional Develo~ 
ment: A 1989 photograph of the 
Government Agents' staff, a. 
photograph of the Access Cen- 
tre, provincial job postings in- 
cluding job descriptions and 
salaries, B.C. Gazette price list, 
Government Ag .s' Branch 
brochure, Provincial Park Fees. 
B.C. Ferries Fees, Safe Driving 
Guide, B.C. road map and parks 
guide, Provincial Report -- 
Summer 1989, Accommodations 
Guide 1989, and assorted con- 
sumer tax bulletins such as Ex- 
emption for Material and Equip- 
ment used for Conservation of 
Energy, and the Tobacco Tax 
Act. 
Government Liquor Store: A 
copy of The Guide showing the 
product offerings available at 
B.C. Liquor Stores, product in- 
formation pamphlets, a copy of 
the May, 1989, staff magazine 
-- The Grapevine, one 750- 
millilitre bottle of Sumac Ridge 
Chancellor Red 1987, and infer- 
marion on B.C.'s Hainle 
Vineyards, Andres Vineyards, 
the Divine Estate Winery and 
Gray Monk Estate Cellars and 
Vineyards. 
Interconnect Training :and 
Employment Services: Intercon- 
nect information and client in- 
formation sheets, staff business 
cards, Terrace and District 
Community Services Newsletter, 
July 25, ':1989, workforce 
statistics for the Terrace area, 
Statistics (USA) Women in the 
Workforce, and a paper clip, file 
label, Post-It note and No 
Smoking sign. 
Ministry of Environment: A
copy of the British Columbia 
Freshwater Fishing Regulations 
Synopsis Apr. 1 to Mar. 31, 
1990, B.C. Hunting and Trap- 
ping Regulation Synopsis 
1989-1990, A New Approach to 
Angling Guide Management --
a discussion paper from the 
Recreational Fisheries Branch 
printed in December, 1988, 
British Columbia Limited Entry 
Hunting Regulations Synopsis 
1989-1990, Waste Management 
Plans -- Questions and 
Answers, Observe Record 
Report form for the protection 
of fish and wildlife and the 
preservation of recreational 
areas, and the British Columbia 
Conversation and Outdoor 
Recreation Education (CORE). 
Muks-Kum-OI Housing Socie- 
ty: A copy of the Muks-kum-ol 
Housing Society application, a
Muks-kum-ol lapel pin, a "pro- 
file" of the society and Financial 
Statements for the 1988/89 
fiscal year. ,Also, a photograph 
of Muks-kum-ol President Ray 
Jones taken at the November 
1987 grand opening of Ghet 
Muks-kum-ol, three photo- 
graphs of Project 5001 -- 10 
new housing units, and 
photographs of the Muks-knm- 
ol Board of Directors, consul- 
tant, caretaker and Terry Brown 
and George Fessenden of 
CMHC, Prince George. • 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege Students' Association and 
Student Body Racquet and 
Fitness Centre: A Winter '89 ac- 
tivity guide, a photograph of last 
. . . : -  . . .  , . 
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spring's Laff Olympics, a stu- 
dent body membership card 
"good for 100 to 200 years", a 
poster of Corky and the Juice 
Pigs, a flyer promoting their 
first ever "Peak Experience 
Orientation Week" for new stu- 
dents this fall, authentic 1989 
"handwriting, and a collection of 
buttons upporting their alcohol 
awareness campaign, Super Sup- 
porter of NWCCAA, and Down 
With Class Size. 
Dave Parker, Skeena 
MLA/Minister of Forests: Pam- 
phlets including the British 
Columbia Home Mortgage 
Assistance Program, Good 
Samaritan Compensation Pro- 
gram, B.C. Update, July 7, 
1989, and July 14, 1989, and 
Understanding Rural Property 
Taxes in B.C. 1989. A booklet 
entitled British Columbia Major 
Projects Inventory, a news 
release -- Lottery Funding for 
the Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine plus a lottery fund but- 
ton, a list of 1989 Graduates and 
a copy of the congratulatory let- 
ter mailed to all grads by Parker, 
a copy of his appointment 
schedule, a flyer on proposed 
boundary changes and a picture 
and biography. Also included 
are pins: The Stellar~ Jay from 
the Ministry of Environment, 
The Cedar ~Tree from the 
Ministry of Forests, the 
Dogwood, I Luv B.C., a plastic 
B.C. pin and a Dave Parker 
campaign button. 
Jennifer Parker: A letter ad- 
dressed 'To-someone 19 years of 
age'. Theme is --  take care of 
the beach, that's where we spent 
all our time. 
Terrace Drugs: A collection of 
social and health oriented 
phamplets -- Hypertension and 
You, Canadian Health - Sum- 
mer 1989 (medications, 
household poisons, diet, health 
foods, Ahheimer Disease and 
diabetes), WhatAbout Plants 
(the poisonous variety), First 
Aid for Poisoning, Helping a 
Friend Quit (smoking), Survival 
tips for Quitting Smoking, Sur- 
vival Tips for Cold Turkey Day, 
Congestive Heart Failure and 
You, A. Senior's Guide to Blood 
Pressure Control, Canadian 
Cancer Society --  the fight 
against cancer, Cancer Facts for 
Older Adults, Bill C-22- The 
Patent Act Amendments, Sex 
and Responsibility, Pregnancy 
Prevention, Avoiding Pregnan- 
cy, Giving a Child up for Adop- 
tion: An Important Decision, 
New and Improved Skin and 
Nails, and information on phar- 
maceutical products for the 
treatment of pneumonia. Also 
included in tliis package is a 
B.C. Telephone "Telephone 
Business-pac", and a copy of 
the G5 Report, Canada's na- 
tional telecommunications 
newsletter. 
Region 6, Regional Develop- 
ment Liaison Officer, Minister 
of State: Region 6 Transporta- 
tion Plan. 
Regional District of Fdtimat- 
Stiklne: A Northwest B.C. 
Travel and Recreation Guide, a 
copy of the Economic Develop- 
ment Commission's' The Forest 
Industry in the Terrace Area -- 
December 1984" and "The 
Tourism Industry, Terrace, 
B.C,", January 1985, a copy of 
the Thornhill Official Settlement 
• " i•,~ ' ~ r ' /~: "  
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Plan, Hazelton Vicinity 
Community: Plan • and the Kit~ 
wanga Settlement Pian;:!a~ - : 
regionaldistrict Outlook 1989 
pamphlet, and tourism inform; : 
tion of the Hazeltons, Stewart 
and Kitimat. Bylaws: Zoning 
Bylaw No. 37 (Thornhill- 
Kitimat corridor, October 1976), 
Zoning Bylaw No. 73 (Kitimat- 
Hazelton corridor, April 1977), 
Zoning Bylaw No. 57 (Lakelse 
Lake, July 1979), Thornhill 
Zoning Bylaw, July 1986, 
Thornhill Subdivision Develo~ 
and Control Bylaw No. 195, 
1983, and the Greater Terrace 
Official Community Plan 1986 . . . .  / 
Bylaw No. 247. Also, a collec' 
tion of maps:, Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District Regional 
Resource Inventory, the greater 
Terrace area, Thornhill Zoning 
Bylaw No. 194, 1983, Lakelse 
Lake and The Hazeltons. 
School District 88: From 
School District 88 -- School 
District 88 letterhead and an 
envelope, the School Calendar, 
reports from Employee Recogni- 
tion Evenings June 2, 1987, June 
9, 1988, ~nd June 15, 1989, and 
invitation to the June reception 
held for UBC President Dr. 
David Strangway, a copy of 
Education in the Pacific North- 
west 1989/90, an Information 88 
flyer, June 1989 enrolment by 
school, and the minutes from 
the June 6, 1989, Committee of 
the Whole meeting. From the 
Ministry of Education - -  the 
booklet Public School Educa- 
tion and Facts, Independent 
Schools Education Facts, 
Education Funding. in British 
Columbia, Annual Report June 
87 to June 88, and What's new 
in Education. From the Royal 
Commission on Education, a 
copy of A Legacy for Learners: 
Summary of Findings 1988. And 
from Kitwanga Elementary 
School, the Young Writers Con- 
ference "Writers Project". 
Sears Canada: A number of 
seasonal 1989 Sears catalogues 
featuring their complete range 
of products and prices. 
The Strachan Family: Saman- 
tha Fox poster of questionable 
taste, a Wayne Gretzky hockey 
card, Expo Ernie, the Expo 86 
mascot, copy of an Archie comic 
book, a Cabbage Patch Kid, a 
dental impression made prior to 
the fitting of braces, a:not too 
up-to-date sampling of the 
music of today entitled "Hit Ex- 
plosion", and the June, 1989, 
issue of Compute magazine. 
Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce: B.C.'s Terrace 
booklet, Discover Terrace, Visit 
Heritage Park, Terrace's White 
Kermodei Bear -- The Story and 
Legends, Mount Layton •Hot- 
springs Resort, Lakelse Lake 
Provincial Park, Terrace, B.C. 
Fact Sheet, a 1986 Riverboat 
Days Trade Doll~, and a Ter- 
race Kermodei Bear pin. 
Terrace and District Credit 
Union: A Credit Union service 
brochure and seven information 
brochures, a copy of the Credit 
Union Way magazine, an 
economic analysis of B.C., a 
1989 calendar, Fat Cat pin and 
balloon, and the Credit Union 
letterhead. 
Terrace Equipment Sales: 
Brochures on Honda motor- 
cycles, Skidoosj a variety of 
continued on page i2 
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Time capsule 
power saws and staff business_ 
cards. 
Terrace Fire Department:A 
copy of the current roster, a 
Muscular .Dystrophy V'Fire 
Fighters Award" presented to 
Terrace fire fighters in recogni- 
tion of their dedication and 
leadership in. the fight against. 
muscular dystrophy andcer -  
tificate from the B,C. Fire 
Chiefs' Association certifying 
Fire Chief Cliff Best, 
Terrace 4-H Clubs: A copy of 
the PNE 4-H Show prize list, 
membership card .~with the 4-H 
pledge, 4-H judging card, a copy 
of A Guide to Project Selection, 
Personal Achievement Record 
Book, Public Speaking Com- 
munication, and a pamphlet, 
4-H in B.C. 
Terrace Old Timen Reunion -
1981: A booklet containing the 
1982 schedule, historical pic- 
"--" contihUed]rOmitl 
two copies of one. Hun& 
Years of HistorY, three greeting Drugs (20th~ anniversary •flyer, 
cards, three different pieces..of "June~1989), K-Mart, .Safeway, 
notepaper with historic pen Overwaitea'and the-TerraceCo,.: 
sketches; a Visit Heritage Park 
pamphlet, a copy of Historical 
Points of Interest, a copy, of 
Humour -- a Link Between the 
Generations, and;three Museum 
Society notepads., 
Terrace Review: A copy of the 
July 26, 1989, issue of the Ter- 
race Review and :.two copies of 
Close Up magazine with televi- 
sion listings for the weeks of 
July 22' and July 29.(including 
the Riverboat Days Schedule), a
copy of the June 28 Terrace 
Review featuring Bill McRae as 
Terrace's econd City Freeman, 
a 1989 Terrace/Kitimat city 
directory, a copy of the Terrace 
Review letter equesting submis- 
sions for the time capsule, aCity 
of Terrace 1989/90 garbage 
pickup schedule, a Niko's 2 For tares and anecdotes, and an 
alphabetical listing of .the Tar- 1 pizza, menu, and a dollar bill 
race Old Timers of the day..' ': .' and a jooney. Thirty-five color 
Terrace Regional Museum photographs of Terrace Review 
Society: A variety of Museum staff members, the addition, the 
Society products --  two posters, city and civic buildings taken On- 
two calendars, a recipe book, ly hours before the capsule was 
• . "  , - ••  . . . ,  
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Nurses' Union and Union :of 
up. On behalf •of the Miss Tar- Registered Psychiatric •Nurses' 
race. 1989 Pageant --. ,The " Association agreement,  a
original hand written speaking booklet., describing :Terraceview 
notes of all contestants from the/ .services, a Terrace •Health Care 
July 22Banquet and Speaking Fact Sheet, and a c011ecti0n:!0f 
Event (including instructions on 
"Cruising" 0fferedl.by Lyne 
Lagace), ' the hand i written 
responses from all contestants to
last week's "Talk of the Town, 
feature, programs from the 
Pageant Fashion Show and Ban- 
quet and Speaking Event, and a 
copy of a group photograph. 
Terrace Standard: A copy of 
the most recent issue available, 
Wednesday, July 19, with staff 
business cards attached,  hand 
delivered in a sealed unmarked 
brown paper envelope. 
three,nursing home poems worth 
remembering. ,' • 
,Transport Canrada: An  
organizat iOnal  chartm . f o r  
Transport Canada staff • at the 
Terrace airport, a Canada flight 
supplement, charting.-all- Cana- 
dian airports and amap of the 
Terrace :airport. On behalf of 
the airlines - -an  AirBC ~ 
schedule, a Skylink schedule, a
Canadian Airlines. International 
world-wide time table, and in- 
formation on the Air Canada 
"Frequent Flier. Programme"i 
#,d Cross Water Safety Says: 
DOH'T 0RINK AN0 0 VE 
Drinking and diving don't mix. The use Of alcohol or 
drugs affect reaction time and judgement. If you are 
under the influence, don't swim, dive or operate a
boat. 
, grsan of B.C; storage.. Sites• iof 
toxic PCB's (polychlorinated bi- 
phenyls)!aunched by the federal 
i g0vernment lastyear hasturzied. 
up five.sites in.the Nortl~west 
that aren't up to Standard, but '  
none of them are in Tel]race: 
TerryRoberts, head of  the 
industrial section for the Wasfe 
Management Branch Skeena re- 
gional office, said last Week his 
team has given high priority to 
making sure the sites are secured 
as, soon as possible.-He added, 
however,~ "These sites' are no 
immediate threat in any way to 
the environment or public 
health." 
The three sites within the 
,municipality of Terrace - -  
Skeena Sawmi l l s ,  Skeena 
Cellulose and B.C. Hydro -- all 
met inspection standards, 
Roberts aid. ' ' 1 ' " 
When asked where the sub-.. 
standard • sites are locatedi 
Roberts replied,, I  have been 
asked not to reveal the specific 
Guide 
..~j~ Ter race  • ; ~  ~TRY BUTTONS =., WEB OFFS[Ir ~ PRoMoI~HAL CONSULTANTS 
Tree Tr, mm,ng FORYOUR Jose [J 
~l i  Will cut down any tree! ~ ..,i, , SPECIAL EVENT! 
. . , , , , , , . .  .c...,VE G P 
'l.000.O00,,abllityforYouRproteOion-- [ ~ i - -  " *  . FUN- -  EYECATC"|NG ~ ~i~BUS 'HESS $ i [Rv lc |$  ~ . '  ~ .  on o=" oN=e. 'r~m 
• 635-7400 " • r"~bm=="~="m~=o~ ~ .AFFORDABLE' ~ 635-7040 • 
. ~ ~ , . ~  ~ B , C ,  ' (L~! " '~'=~ i 4711.AKelthAve, 2803 Kenney Sfreet 
TOp soiL°:dpe: ; : :  2kh?u~; TrsnCkingPl°wlng Terrace, 
CHANGES • Water Lines. Septic Systems v, Wolfe Tanning System A uto  G/ass Specialists 
Ken's Trucking Ltd, ICBC claims handled promptly 
PHONE 635.7519 
P.O. BOX 1007 KEN SlMONS 
TERRACE. B.C. OWNER 
PRO-TECH 
TEE;H_ ELECTRONIC ." [~[ ( .  , r , ( )%;  ', 
ENGINEERING ( t  0WISION OF UCI01X INOUSIIIE5 LT9.) 
-" *'IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE -- T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On Atl Home Entertainment 
Appliances 
ALso Commercial &Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SAT'E'_LLrlrE T .V .  , 
1635-51341 
4519 LAKEt.SF., .TERRACE - 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & I 
CONTRACTING SERVICES I 
Inflatable Boat Repaim 
• Durable - -  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0653 
635.9666 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
TOTAL , .  
BUSINESS SERVICES-=.: ~' 
,TYPING 
, VOICE PAGERS* PHOTOCOPYING 
,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
__ -3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 
West Coast .- ~ ,  
Landscaping " 
DESIGN -- INSTALLATION Jan Blake 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL-- RE=OE~IAL 635"2572 
.. * LAWN REJUVENATION ae=s ~p=on CrN, 
• PRUNING * SPRING CLEAN UP Tame. l ,  B.C. 
638-1166 
I I I 
• " TERRACE PRE-CUT 
i ~" _. ~ /Hemlo¢k  & Ceddt"* Fencing 
' . ~  Buy Direct From Mill 
FOR SALE 20 sheets of smoked 
glass 6'-8" x 32" good for a 
Greenhouse 
2903 Braun Street, 635-5981 
TERRACE, B.C. 
I I 
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MBIC CRUIIENI '# IIAHIHBi OUTIIOAHD8 
HANILlrON & offrilOARO IIARINLII JETS 
HOIIELI6HT L, AWtliiOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS sm.|w, CHAI, .WS I o~ No. ,56o & POWER PRODUCTS I 
4946 Gremg Ave., TerraCe 
i ' r  i I 
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Six;year.old Douglas Edwards of Terrace received special recognition and 
a, Kerm0de~ pin from acting mayor Bob Cooper during a recent council 
meeting. Edwards' entry Into the Canada Day poster contest was selected 
by'the B.C. Canada Day Committee as winner In the large Zone I region. 
R & R CONTRACTING 
Re[ strong Second 
quarter, joins Canada'S top50 
Repap Enterprises Inc., the 
Montreal-based parent company 
of Skeena Cellulose, annmmced 
last week revenue and earnings 
increases of 10 and four percent 
in the second quarter of 1989 
over the same period last year. 
Reported midyear revenues 
were $538 million, an increase of 
seven percent, and net income, 
volumes for coated paper. It 
Credits improved revenue and 
earnings to higher product 
prices. 
Repap expects the coated 
paper markets to pick up as 
customers begin increasing in- 
ventory for fall printing. 
The announcement oted that 
with the acquisition of the mas- 
increases by.,!9percent to $46.8 sive Manfor pulp and paper 
million . . . . . . . . .  .~ operation in Manitoba and capi- 
The company says it logged tal investment in three new 
the. increases despite lower pulp coated paper machines over the 
production and sales, a strong past three years, Repap is now 
Canadian dollar and flat sales one of the 50 largest companies 
Guide 
in the country and Canada's 
fifth largest forest company.. 
The violent forest fires in 
northern Manitoba have in- 
truded onto Repap's forest 
license area, but to date only two 
percen t of the forest base has 
been directly affected. Repap 
states the fire damage has not af,• 
fected their operations .•so far, 
and they dott't, expect any im- 
pact,on.revenues.,,., ... .. : - 
Repap, through its subsidiary i 
Skeena Cellulose, owns a pulp 
mill complex near Prince Rupert;,, 
and a sawmill in Ter race . .  : , :  
~,•~:: b : : :  'i)•i~:;!::::~,!i:!~:::,~::~:~•:' ,• :•:~:::':i~i:i:::i •  
Phone 638-0206 Free Estimates! 
FRAMING • tis spot could 
['errace Revww 
ROOFING 
CEDAR SIDING 
DRYWALL ....... 
PAINTING 035-7840 
• • No job too small! 
*'"~:~ : ~ :  " Your complete 
, source for a l l  |R[~I~[~J 
yoUr lTeating 
needs. I "----~'7~ 
.Nor thwest  Conso l idated  
• SUppy  L td .  . 
mi l l l i~ /~~ I m  ~'~/ /~ , 5239 Ke|th Ave., Terl:ace .35-7158 
-- Customer service is our No.  1 priority 
~r  ~ I~CC~i  - First qual ity shop service 
~q lw~lFq lF11B~ - Fast, fr iendly and eff icient 
' ~ "  full service at tendants  • 
- Complete personal ized service 
h • Prices are VERY Competi t ive • 
Plan early for your ome ~ww~ Investments Ltd. 
or cabin. Free est imates.  TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
~qa. : ,mn ,~,m Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Phone 638-1168 
•• i I 
i i  i I 
I I  t 
" ~ Rust Protection for 
, ,, , " " . :NEW and Used 
MUFFLER CENTRE Vehic les 
"It you're satisfied, tell others 
•, ,  if not, . ,  tell us." 
R0N or AL ' 4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
' I I 
I I [  I I  I I  I I I  
• Jo S P lea  Cra i  
Weddings John 1'~3den : Cust()m Framing 
Portraits ~ Mat Cutting 
• Family Sittings ' L~ Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 Lakeise Ave., Terrace, B,C. Bus. 635-5288 
Terrace, B.C. V8G i P9 Res, 635.5544 
iiii1' - -  i i I 11 I l l  II I I I I  I Bil l . . . . . . . .  
- : ' "  ] i i , i i i i 
Northern Carpet 
& Upholstery Cleaning 
S39.95 •Full Price ~ ~  
Two Rooms 2 Halls anY size ~ /  
: No Residue 
Hypo.Allergenic I~ l l )~wc: : ;F~ ~ 
Ask for References ~ 
and "Expect the Best" i 
635.3944 
& 
- ?• .  
tii~! 
e 
I B& G 
GROCERY 
~,  Laundromat & Carwash- 
\~ .~ Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
'~'. t~""; • 2701 S.Kslum 635"6180 
', ! et 
L 
#P 
SKIDOO . . . .  
Sales and Service for 
I l lemm/d~, amlmmm 
IknognmMIm • Madne Supplies 
TERRACE t EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lmkelee Ave., Terrace Ph. 635.6384 
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Skeenaview 
choose their own. Colored bed- 
spreads replaced white. And the 
biggest change of all, elderly 
women and couples were al- 
lowed to move into Skeenaview 
for the first time ever. 
In 1972, says McKinnon, 
Skeenaview seniors became 
more active too. Skeenaview 
staff took residents for drives, 
to restaurants for coffee and 
dinner, to movies and bowling. 
In 1977, six residents~ and an 
attendant rented a motor home 
and visited the Calgary Stare, 
pede. Others visited Barkerville, 
Kitimat and the Kinsmen Kid- 
dies Kamp. 
While all these changes were 
welcomed, the motivation of the 
government may not have been 
what it appeared. In the mid- 
seventies residents were certified 
: .-5 t ;  
under the new system t'resh and 
frozen food could be purchased 
weekly or even daily if neces- 
sary. There was also the bedding 
and clothing, much of it pur- 
chased locally. It cost money, 
says Piffer, but it provided a 
more homey atmosphere. "'You 
don't want to live in a hospital : 
on a permanent basis," he ex- 
plains. 
During' these years there was 
growth and optimism.. Piffer 
describes how a society was 
formed to manage Skeenaview 
Lodge and the Osborne Guest 
Home, a society that was begin- 
ning to develop plans to replace 
the Lodge. "We were going to 
have four levels of care," says 
Piffer. These levels ranged from 
seniors' independent housing to 
extended care. "We almost got 
by the authorities as being re- that through, when the NDP got 
sponsible for themselves and defeated... ,~md then it was all 
could sign in and out as they 
pleased. But part•of the reason 
for this change was simply a 
matter of economics, according 
• to McKinnon. Care for residents 
who were considered "insane" 
was the responsibility of the 
provincial government, but if 
they were considered to be  
'%ane" their care was federally 
subsidized. 
"So people who were classi- 
fied earlier as insane, and had 
spent the bulk of their lives in 
institutions since childhood," 
writes McKinnon, "suddenly . 
became sane and were allowed 
greater freedom. This sharply 
contrasts he strict, rigid rules of 
the 1950's when a person was 
put in a mental home, even for 
an incident of obscene behavior, 
and was in for life. They could 
not appeal the decision and so 
had literally no control over 
their destiny." 
The problem of staff short- 
ages was also addressed for the 
first time ever in 1972 while the 
resident population was slowly 
reduced. By 19"]7 residents 
numbered only 150 and a year 
later had dropped to 126. But 
this change in the staff/resident 
ratio created a new staffing 
problem never before faced by 
Skeenaview. "Skeenaview has 
now swung to the opposite ex- 
treme, with job lay offs 
threatening i f  the resident 
population continues to spiral 
downwards," McKinnon wrote 
at the time. 
Pilfer recalls these years when 
more nurses were hired and 
women were employed to work 
in the dining room. Those work- 
ing in the dining room, however, 
transferred tothe wards as aides 
at the earliest opportunity for 
better wages. Under these cir- 
cumstances, the nursing staff 
grew while new dining room 
help was constantly being hired 
to fill the vacancies. 
• He also remembers being in- 
volved in many of the changes 
when he was promoted to the 
position of Purchasing Agent. 
Jimmy Gordon replaced Piffer 
in the kitchen and through sev- 
eral changes the quality and 
variety of food improved, 
Through his new position in 
purchasing Piffer was able to 
buy locally. Prior to that time 
food  and other commOdities 
were purchased in Vancouver 
_ sometimes as much as three 
months worth at a time. But, 
squashed. 
In 1978, there were 126 resi- 
dents at Skeenaview ho cost 
$50 each per day to support. 
These residents were cared for 
by more than 100 full-time em- 
ployees and about 40 part-time 
employees. The operating bud- 
get at that time was close to $3 
million - -  about two-thirds of 
which went into the community 
in the form of payroll. 
And then there were the build- 
ings themselves - - buildings that 
buildings :'were. :d~i'i!: :~d !:Con, 'I 
sidered a fire ha~d~. 'TIpsy had 
I almost no insulation -- one inch in the roof and none in the wails. 
They, needed to. be replaced. : 
.McKinnon interviewed 
Skeenaview Administrator Brad 
Geein the summer of 1978 and 
in part this gives some insight in -  
to the institution's • fufiire. ,The. 
staff have done all that~can be 
doneat this moment in time to 
provide minimum amounts of 
privacy, and minimum amounts 
of space to relax," said Gee. 
"With 18 people living in an 
open ward, that is a lot of peo- 
ple. Single rooms would be 
much better. That is where a 
new buildingwould be nice. No 
one would really take exception 
to it. 
"The big question is what size 
of facility should he built in 
Terrace and what does it do if it 
is smaller, and  how does .this 
• affect ihe economy? Then yO u• 
must Iookat•it, if the govern- 
ment should build facilities like 
this in every community or 
should we, in order to keep- 
Skeenaview full, send people 
here. These are all questions that 
are very hard to answer." 
On Sept. 29, 1984, Minister of 
Health Jim Neilson cut the rib: 
bon at the official opening cere- 
monies for Terraceview Lodge. 
The questions had been an- 
were too costly to maintain. The swered. 
.= . 
01d 
• July=25 as the result 0 f a- 
single vehicle accident-..on 
Highway •.16 near Agate 
Creek, about.30 miles east of 
Prince Rupert. Three Other 
Terrace youths, Kensey 
Duarte (16)~ Dean.Dunham 
(18) and Jason Dunham (16) 
were injured in the accident 
and were transported by am- 
bulance to Prince Rupert 
Regional Hospital. 
According to an official at 
the Prince Rupert RCMP 
detachment, the four youths 
were heading east on Hwy. 
16 when the driver, Kensey 
Duarte, lost control of the 
vehicle and ran into a ditch 
on the left side of the road, 
demolishing the car. She said 
that Duarte, the only one 
wearing a seat belt at the time 
of the accident, received 
minor injuries but his three 
passengers were thrown from 
the vehicle, seriously injuring 
two and killing one. 
Dean Dunham returned to 
Terrace last Thursday with 
his parents while his younger 
brother, Jason, was later 
t rans fer red  to Mills 
Memorial Hospital by am- 
bulance. RCMP said the ac- 
cident is still under investiga- 
tion but they have ruled 
Terrace edout as the cause and  
Iasminder Dhami, died suspect it was theresult of an::.:., 
pl~roximately 8:30 p,m. ' inexperienced young driver. : ::i:: 
• who simply lost control, of::il 
the. c~. . . . .  /.] 
A local motorcyclist was.: 
charged with following, too 
close to another vehicle July- 
26 after an afternoon collie:! : 
sion in Thornhili. Terrace: 
RCMP say the motorcyclist, "
whose name was not re- 
leased, struck the' side of a 
car when it stopped at the in -~. 
tersection of Clark Rd. and 
• Hwy. 16, . 
The motorcycle.driver sus -  
tained shoulder mjuries l in .i 
the accident. 
Three out of  four drivers 
involved in a multiple-vehicle 
smash-up at the Thornhill 
entrance to the Old Skeena 
River Bridge at noon July 26 
were given tickets. RCMP 
report hat the chain of colli- 
sions began when the first 
vehicle stopped to make a 
left turn onto Queensway 
drive and was hit  from 
behind by the second vehicle. 
A third vehicle stopped clear 
of the accident but was 
rearended by a fourth. The 
last driver sustained minor 
facial injuries. 
Coming E ents . . . .  
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club Summer Camp will be exhibition will be held at Lower Little Park Bandshell 
held at Clarence Michlel School every Monday. starting at7p.m. For more informatlon, cal1635"4906"T° 
Registrations for recreation-classes will be held each book a table, leave your name and phone number with 
Vivlan. Monday at 9 a.m. at the school. For more information, 
call the registrar, Irene Kuhar, at 635-3215. Auoust 5- 7 ~ Timberland Horse Show at the .Tho.rnhill 
The Terrace French Preschool Is now taking registration Conimunlty Grounds. Saturday, 3 p .m. -  )umpmg; ~un- 
for the Fall. Our new location will be at the Christian daY, 8 a.m. on -- dressage and English; Monaay, u a.m. 
Reformed Church, 3608 Sparks St. To register, call on - western and trail. Phone 638.7252 or 638-1507 for  
Jayne Lin at 635-2254. 
Kennode Fdendshlp Society's Summer Day Camp for 
children aged 6 to 12 years. We will be offering three 
camp cycles, each cycle will be two weeks long and will 
have a three-day camp out at the Kinsmen's Kiddies' 
camp at Lakelse Lake. The last cycle will have a three- 
day camp out at Furlong Bay. Registration, medical 
records and authorization slips are available at the Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre. ALL forms must be completed 
and signed before your child(ren) can attend. Cycles are 
as follows: first cycle is completed; second cycle -- Ju- 
ly24 to Aug.4 (camp out 2nd to 4th); third cycle August 8 
to 18 (camp out 16th to 18th). For more information on 
the Summer Day Camp, phone the center at 635.4906. 
Starting September 1 -- Children's House is offering 
enriched DAYCARE for children aged three to six. Con- 
tact Tracle at 638-0703. 
The Terrace Little Theatre Summer School still has a 
very limited number of spaces available In the August 
session, 10 to 14-year-olds only. All other sessions are 
full. Call Marianne at 635-2942 for more information. 
August 3 "ga~s. Don't forget all the great activities, of 
Riverboat See this week's Close Up magazine, 
pages 8 and 9, and today's Terrace Review for the 
schedule of events, 
August 4.6 --- Grad '69 Reunion -- Any former students 
who did, would have or should have graduated then and 
wishing to attend, can phone Rhonda at 638-8787 or 
Dabble at 635.9190. 
Saturday, August 5 - -  Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pen- 
sioners Organization pancake breakfast at the Happy 
Gang Centre on Kalum Street from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. 
further information. 
August 5 and 12 --Mil ls Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
Thrift Shop is having its summer $1.50 bag sale. All 
clothing and shoes. 4544 Lazelle Ave., Terrace from 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, August 9 -- Caledonia. Senior Secondary 
School has not mailed uncollecteo report cards and 
awards. Wewill be open today for your convenience to 
pick up these items. 
Wednesday, August 9 -- There will be a meeting of the 
Skeena Protection C~oalition's recycling committee at 7 
p.m. in the library basement to discuss details of the 
finished recycling'proposal. Anyone Interested in en- 
vironmental protection and recycling is Invited to at- 
tend. 
Sunday, August 13 - .  The annual Children's Festival 
will happen. All freel All funl For more Information, con- 
tact Elizabeth at 635-3487 or Lori at 635-9533. 
August 14 - 18 -- yacation Bible School, 9 a.m. to 12 
noon for ages five through 12 at the Christian Reformed 
Church, corner of Sparks and Straume. A short program 
will be put on for parents and friends on the Friday at 
11:30 a.m. For more Information or to register, call Nan- 
cy at 635.9432 or Florence at 635-5804. Come and Join in 
for Bible stories, crafts, songs and snacks. No charge. 
Thursday, September 7 --Terrace Health Care Society 
(11) annual general meeting at 8 p.m. in the Terrace Arena 
banquet room. Current members of the Terrace Health 
Care Society may renew their memberships on or before 
September 7, 1989. Newmembers who wish to have 
voting rights at the annual general meeting must 
become a member of the Terrace Health Care Society 
on or before August 7, 1989. Memberships may be pur- 
Every lsweloomell chased at Terracevlew Lodge or Mills Memorial 
aturday, August S - -  Display of antique and unusual 
S, Depression" glass pieces by Earl Hamllton of Nelson, Hospital. ' 
B.C. a t  the Skeena Valley Farmers Market. Call Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the first and third 
Marianne at 635-2942 for more Information. Thursday of each month •at the Legion. Starts Thursday, 
Saturday, August 5 -- Northwest Native Summer Oct. 5 and runs to the middle of April. Register by 
Festival at the Kermode Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum September 30. Contact Mary at 635-29"/7 or Rolande at 
St. Arts and crafts exhibition and sale beginning after . 635-4374. Come and have a fun night with usll 
the parade to 5 p.m. Hourly door prlzes.-A Native dance 
r• 
• Terrace Revh 
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" e ra ,nhea l  t care  lau r  mising new, " h., 
day to witness the grand opening 
of the new facility. Dueck said 
the large turnout is characteristic 
of small communities. "You're 
here to take ownership, to say, 
'This is ours.' " the health 
TERRACE•-- With the opening care. 
of the$1 million 2~unit extend- Hundreds of local people and 
ed::' care wing at Terraceview government representatives; in-
Lodge, • Terrace has taken a role cluding Minister Of Health Peter 
of provincial eadership in the Dueck, gathered at Terrace- 
deliver~ of integrated health view's park-like setting last Fri- 
Last FddaY was a special day for Fiossie Lambly and all the other residents Of Terracevlew 
Lodge. She got a kiss from Terrace Health Care ~ociety board member Alex Houlden just 
after cutting a ribbon to open the Lodge's new extended care wing. 
Consu l tant  praises facil ity 
choose to be positive or nega- 
tive. 
!'Our attitudes create our be- 
havior. I Our philosophy reflects 
in change. First comes unin- 
foimed optimism, then comes 
pessimism as we gather informa- 
tion, and then we have to solve 
the problems. These things are 
difficult to recognize for people 
who are in the midst Of changes. 
"People don't resist change, 
but they resist being changed 
themsel~'es. They have to realize 
that purposive change to benefit 
the client is desirable." 
The entire field of health care 
is in a state of constant and 
accelerating change, she said. 
"It's cataclysmic. For people 
who work in health care it 's  
hard to keep up, there's a sense 
of being overwhelmed. 
"In one sense it's frightening, 
but in another sense it's 
exciting." 
• A Toronto-based consuhant 
:who specializes in the care of 
aging people, says the new ex- 
"tended care wing of the Terrace- 
. view Lodge is a fine example of our values and our befiefs about 
the human, caring attitude health .care and ourselves. That 
needed to allow people a 
dignified and positive 01d age. 
Shirley Locke-Winsor con- 
ducted a seminar for about 75 
local health care professionals 
last week in connection with the 
grand opening of the new build, 
ing. During an interview at a 
break in the seminar, Locke, 
Winsor said the wing has all the 
-elements important to the 
philosophy she supports. 
,:!Thenew ing is a beautiful, 
• humanizing environment," she 
Said. "It will contribute to a 
:sense of value for the people 
who live there. Color and design 
iare very important, as well as 
~ privacy. The need for space has 
been very well addressed." 
Gerontology -- the branch of 
medicine that deals with care of 
the elderly - - i s  taking on an 
increasingly significant role in 
health care. Demographers are 
:forecasting that by the year 2000 
neaxly 20 percent of Canadians 
will be over the age of 65, many 
i of them 0ver 80. 
"More  people are living 
longer," Locke-Winsqr said. 
, 'There  are ethical dilemmas, the 
question of housing, all sorts of 
::challenges. Committees will 
haveto  address these matters,. 
we have to determine how best 
to heipthese people and enable 
't :.thereto live quahy lives." 
• The subject of her seminar 
was ,,Humanizing Health 
Care".  She: explained, "It is 
fundamental to caring that we 
believe patients, residents, 
"clients are people, unique, de- 
sterving of respect and dignity. 
i We ~ choose to care or not to 
care--- we have a choice, we can 
philosophy needs to be thought 
out and articulated." 
Locke-Winsor's eminar was 
also about'change, and how 
people in the health care profes- 
sions can recognize their atti- 
tudes toward change. 
• She specifically mentioned the 
amalgamation of the hospital 
and Terraceview bokrds into a 
single society, a requirement to
go ahead with the extended care 
wing, as a change that local 
health workers are having to 
come to terms with. 
"There is an emotional cycle 
minister emarked. 
Dueck, who is over 65 him- 
self, said, "Us seniors have to 
stick together" and joked 
"Everyone wants to become a 
senior -- the alternative is not 
too attractive." 
Master of Ceremonies for the 
occasion was Terrace senior 
Gladys Oliver. Projectarchitect 
Royce Condie presented a gold- 
en key to Terrace Health Care 
Society board chairman David 
Lane, who in turn gave it to 
Terraceview Lodge resident 
Flossie Lambly. In company 
with board member Alex Houl- 
den, Lambly also cut the ribbon 
to open the new wing. 
SPeeches were also delivered 
by Skeena MLA Dave Parker, 
mayor Jack Taistra, and health 
care society board member Nor- 
ma King, who said the new wing 
is the culmination of ."many 
years of dreaming". 
The ceremonies were followed 
by public tours of the extended 
care wing and a look at the 
newly-redecorated intermediate 
care area. Lane and Parker, 
assisted by• one -of the residents, 
planted a tree on the grounds to 
mark the occasion. 
That eveningthe healthcare 
society board, members, Lodge• 
residents and invited guests at- 
tended a banquet presided over 
by Master of Cermonies Vesta 
Douglas. She performed intro- 
ductions of board members and 
Terraceview staff, noting that 
she has been immersed in the 
grand opening arrangements for
some time. "I got sick of hear- 
ing (Terraceview Lodge adminis- 
trator) Kathleen Delgatty talk 
about how good her staff are," 
shetold the group. 
• Shirley Locke-Winsor, the 
health care consultant who con- 
ducted a seminar the previous 
day, ~so spokeat he banquet. 
Shp termed her experience here 
"an. absolutely exciting week- 
end... It's a pleasure to see your 
accomplishment here." But she 
also noted that designing inte- 
grated health care is an ongoing 
challenge. 
"Look at the environment (of 
the facility)through t e eyes of 
the client, wheel down the hall. 
ways, lay in the beds. We have 
rn0clels for:any barriefs~t0~!~xcel - 
lence. '!~'~: 
"Ask the residents land the 
people in the community how 
they would 'like it to be, how it 
could be made betters-- but only 
if you're prepared to act;" 
Inan earlier interview, Kath- 
leen Delgatty said She expects 
the combined intermediate and 
extended care facility to satisfy 
demand for at least he •next five 
years, and possibly the next 
decade. With more emph~is on 
home support services andnew 
residential settings for seniors, 
Delgatty anticipates that the 
need for services like those at the 
Terraceview Lodge will decrease 
over time despite the fact that 
the proportion of seniors in the 
general population is going up.: 
Although construction of the 
wing was not completed as soon 
as expected, health care society 
chairman David Lane said it did 
come in at the projected cost. 
"It was a contract for $1 
million, and we certainly weren't 
going to pay any more than 
that," he,said. The general con- 
tractor for the job was Kermode 
Construction of Terrace. 
Health Care Society chair- 
man David Lane has worked 
doggedly since the society 
was formed to establish the 
extended care wing on local 
terms. 
: < 
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Hot sunshine poured over Tenacevlew residents and local people who came to witness the grand opening of the 
Lodge's new extended care wing. " :1  ~• l t  •,, , . . . . .  L : ~ - • i '  " ;' 
~ i : : ,  ~ , 
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BitS i'n 
Have you looked along the 
banks, of the Skeena lately? 
They're lined with people of all 
ages, shapes, size and na- 
tionalities. Alarge number 
come from Europe and a large 
number come from Montana, 
U.S.A. 
I got to meet wo of the 
most delightful people a person 
will ever meet. Their names are 
Gone and Angle Tripp and 
they're from Missoula, Mon- 
tana. I heard about hem and I 
found them at the Rainbow 
Inn. 
All fishermen are story tellers 
and Gene is no different. He's 
been coming to Terrace to fish, 
every year with no exception, 
for over 35 years. He 
remembers Terrace, as us Old 
Timers do. He remenibers all 
the unpaved roads, and that 
the town had only one motel 
and that's where he stayed for 
$4.00 per night. There was only 
one sporting oods tore in 
Terrace then, and he 
remembers this red-haired 
fellow behihd the counter 
waiting on him. This fellow 
also let them use their car so .• 
they could get around. Gene 
and his friends were prett~ Well 
thefirst ones to Come herb and 
through Word of mouth, the 
Montana population fishing 
here has grown each year. 
This year it was Hke being at 
a big reunion, there were so 
many. TheTripp's also have 
made a lot of canadian 
friends. Each year they meet at 
the river. 
Angie Tripp has been accom- 
panying her husband for the 
' last 15 years and is also an avid 
fisherman. The biggest fish 
they had caught up to two 
years ago was 65 lbs. and was 
caught by Angie. That record 
has since been broken by her 
husband with a 72-pounder. 
Mrs. Jufia Little and Ina Roper 
to Organize it, 77 persons at- 
tended. But after a few years, 
it fizzled out and nothing too 
serious was done about it until 
1982. The Terrace Oldtimers' 
Reunions were revived and they 
have been a success ince, 
Former residents have come 
from far and wide to be here • 
and this year ,was no exception. 
They came from Washington 
state, Calgary, White Rock, 
Haney, Barriere, B.C., North 
A librarian ~,isits everythree 
weeks With Stacks Of bboks: 
and for the very ambitious 
there is a garden in the back 
where the residents can get 
their hands into the dirt and 
plant whatever they like.i Mrs. 
Windsor feels that sometimes 
some people deserve some 
recognition. Mel!and C~ile 
Empson are two such people. 
They are not only caretakers, 
they are also caregivers! 
.Vancouver, Kamloops; Prince- -= -:~ 
Rupert, North Carolina, West 
VancouveL Aldergrove, Toron- 
to and Surrey. The event was 
catered by the Terrace Rebekah 
Lodge. There was no standing 
in line for dinner -- the meal 
was served to everybody at the 
table. After the salad, the main 
course was roast beef, and for 
dessert, a delicious trawberry 
shortcake with whipped cream. 
Stories were being told, many 
childhood memories recalled 
and amidst all the laughter and 
happiness, cameras were click' 
ing and flashing. There were 
prizes given out to the oldest 
person present (HarVey Doll 
won that category hands 
down), to the person who came 
the farthest (Dot Foy from 
North Carolina had no com- 
petition in that department), 
and to the person who had liv- 
ed longest in Terrace con- 
tinuously.., after some compar- 
ing and discussion, Floyd 
Frank won in that category• 
Then there was the draw for 
the door prize, which was won 
• by yours truly. All the prizes 
were beautiful photographs of
scenery around Terrace by Ed- 
na Cooper, and were much ap- 
preciated. As all good things 
have to come tO an end, so did 
this evening, but not before 
most promised to be back next 
year! 
Next time Sou go downtown 
and pass by "The Willows" 
apartments on Kalum Street, 
take a good look. The building 
and the grounds are very well 
cared for and that does not 
happen by itself. Mrs. Helen 
Windsor has lived in Terrace 
for 35 years, and 11 of them in This year they were hoping to 
beatthat record, but it was not " the Willows. She is full of 
to be. The biggest fish they praise for the caretakers of this 
caught his year was 48 lbs. - -  
and guess who caught it... 
Angie Tripp did. 
By the time this paper comes 
out they will be on their way 
back home. But the Tripp's 
will be back next year and the 
next, as long as they're healthy. 
When they get home, Angle 
will be cooking for a week, 
because all the grandchildren 
will be over to see them, and 
Gene Tripp will be getting 
ready for hunting season. See 
you next yeart I' l l be looking 
for you, 
This year's Terrace Old- 
timers' Reunion was held in the 
Odd Fellows Hall. People 
started arriving early, and soon 
it was evident that the number 
of persons comingthrou,gh ! e 
door was greater than initia, y
expected, 
The first reunion was held in 
• Aug. i~  Although it wali a" " 
-s~ut,of, the.momedt 'd~lston by 
• , L  
complex. They not only look 
after the building and the 
grounds, they also keep an eye 
on the seniors. Their names are 
Mel and Cecile Empson. 
They're always ready to give 
the residents a helping hand 
when needed. 
This year B.C. Housing and 
Management provided boxes, 
dirt and floweres for all the 
balconies in the complex. Any- 
body who needed a hand with 
the planting had only to call on 
Mel or Cecile. The result was 
worth all the work: a beautiful 
array of flowersin many colors 
brighten up the place, 
It is not exactly a dull place 
to live. The recreation roOm is 
used for socializing, playing 
cards, crocheting or whatever 
the residents like to do, and on" 
Monday and Wednesday they 
play bingo for only pennies a
card. The health nurses come 
by regularly and so do the 
homemakers, 
A modelling, course span: "~'::~,8 
.sored by the Terrace Parks, and I Recreation department was - " 
held recently at the .College. 
The morning classes were for 
the very young: 18 young., peo-, : 
ple in the 13 to 16.age gr0uP 
registered for the afternoon 
Class and 11 adults for the eve- 
ning class. Ann Marie O'Kane, 
an instructor with the Victoria i 
Van Kane school of modelling, 
taught all the participants 
about fashions, hairstyle, 
posture and poise, etiquette, 
social graces and modelling 
techniques. The grand finale of 
the course was a fashion show, 
where the participants showed 
off their skills. Everybody 
agrees; when asked, that it has 
been a Very worthwhile x- 
perience. 
A week ago we buried a time 
capsule in our new addition at 
the Terrace Review. On behalf 
of the Terrace Oldtimers' Re- 
union, I put in a letter to all 
the folks who will be here100 
years from now and enclosed a 
copy of the 1982 Oldtimers' 
Reunion book. An enormous 
wealth of information will 
burst from the capsule about 
the people, the workplace, the 
environment, the city of Ter- 
race and much more, when it is 
opened a century from now, 
and all you Oldtimers will be 
part. of.this in spirff and print. 
Labour Day weekend prom- 
ises to be a weekend full of ~c- 
tivities this year. The loggers' 
sports are being revived and 
will be. held in conjunction with 
the Fall Fair. The Downtown 
Lions and the Fall Fair 
Association are working very 
hardon the organizing of it all 
Mark  the second and the third 
of September. on your calendar. 
YoU'll be hearing more in com- 
ing weeks. Stay tuned. 
Tomorrow marks the beginn' 
ing of the very popular River- 
boat Days. There will be lots to 
do and there is something for 
everybody. On Sunday, Aug. 6, 
the annual Music in the Park 
day will be held at Heritage 
Park. There will be singing.. - 
dancing, country music; and 
lots more for you to enjoy. All 
you have to do is show up be- 
tween 12 and 4and youwill be. 
-entertained in :graitdRlverb0at 
style.., and it's for.free.:See 
you therel 
• , - . • , 
• , ", " . 
• ilkei? saY a big "°rio.- 
all tSe tourists out there. If!you 
have a ' s to~ that needs telling; 
pi.ease phone me at 635-2723. 
Talk tO you all again, next 
Wednesday. 
• . . , .  , • " :  ? . . . .  
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;4830 Straume Avenue i i : .  , . ,  - . :  i. 635"23~.  13 
Sti Matthew'sAnglican Episcopal Church/ 
Sunday Services: Priest •In Charge: : ,. 
" 10:00 a.m. " Ven. J.A.• MacKenzie : Sunday S~ool classes are held uring the 9 a.m. service. Child 
care Is available during the 9 a.m. service. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue . .. 635 '9019 
• . . -  - . . 
m 
Christ •Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - -  9:45 a.m. 
Starting Sunday, May 7 -- Worship Service at | 1:00 a.m. 
-. Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street .635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-DayAdventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. Ole-Unruh -- 635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. - Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griff iths • ,  ," 635.3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday khool:  
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. /11 :00  a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastors:  
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox United Church 
SundayWorship: EVening Worship: Minister:. 
10:30 a.m. July 9 & 23 Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: August 13 & 27 Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lozelle Ave.  635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
E•..d30Y Serdce:  a.m. 
Associate Paston 
• Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m.i 
3511Eby Street 
Paston 
Johri Caplin 
Cliff Slebert 
Preyer Time: 
6:00 p.m. " ' 
Evening Service: 6:30 ~ ___P•m" . 
m 
" Alliance Church I 
Fami ly  B ib le  School: Pastor| Rick Wlebe 
9:45 a•m. Ass't FHtorzDouglos Ginn 
Worship Service: 11:{)13 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m, 
Al l  a re  cord ia l l y  Inv i ted  
Youth  M in is t r ies .  Home Blble~Studles * V i s i ta t ion  
4923 Agor  Avenue . . . . . .  635-7727. 
. The salvation Army " 
Sunday Services: ....... - : 
• 9.3e a.m. Chri|tlan Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m,~ L H01!n~U Meting 7:00 p,m, Salvation Meeting 
For Further Int~rmatlon cell 
46~ Waisi~Ave'nUe .635 .6480 
• j . 
christian Reformed Church 
Sunday ~ Puton 
11 e.m. &5 p.m.,. Peter 81uye - -  635-2621 
COffee Break, Ladlm' Bible Study 
WedneSdays 9".30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 638.6173 
: 
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3really getting away from 
ghost inhabiting the history of 
the study of our solar system. 
Early in this century, Earth 
astronomers declared this 
planet which Mr. Speck calls 
home to be only a myth. 
Vulcan became the most cele- 
brated of our solar system's 
"ghosts". Today, themost re- 
cent astronomy publications 
neglect to even mention the 
once-speculated intra-mercurial 
world. 
Now, what might'Mr. Speck 
say to that? 
Some of us this summer, 
• from our seats in the Tillicum 
Twin Theatres, were beamed 
aboard the U.S.S, Enterprise to 
boldly go with Capt. James T. 
Kirk, Mr. Speck and the rest 
of the crew --  Out There. We 
were transported to the 23rd 
century, to a time when warp 
drive will allow us to visit those 
far away places. (In the Star 
Trek universe, Vulcan does in- 
deed exist.) 
But now, in those dosing 
years of the20th century, we 
yet remain Earth-bound 
dreamers. 
But if we could... 
If we could ask a local travel 
agent o plan a mid-summer 
get-away for us --  to a sunnier 
world where there was no 
chance of rain to Sl~Oil our day 
--  where in the Universe would 
we go? 
Possibilities, of  ¢ourse,'are 
as endless as the universe itself. 
But let's stay close to home. 
In our very own solar system; 
what would it be like to get 
away from it all on our sun- 
niest of worlds? 
Mercury, closest planet o 
our Sun, offers endless clear 
skies, and a day of sunshine 
there outlasts even a Terrace 
winter! 
At just over one third of 
Earth's distance from the Sun, 
Mercury can easily boast of be- 
ing thesunniest get-away spot 
in the solar system. 
OnMercury our golden star 
appears to grow and shrink' 
But there is no need for alarm 
men traveller. 
Only a little more than a 
: decade left before the 21st cen- 
i t~beg ins  " howwill travel 
experiences change in the new 
~•*~e~t~? ~Willwe remain Earth- 
b6und vacationers? 
• i.j"Last month we celebrated the 
:! 20thanniversary of the first 
m~ed landing on our nearest 
celestial neighbor the Moon. 
This month Voyager 2 will pass 
Neptune, presently the most 
:distant known planet in our 
solar system (it sometimes 
passes outside Pluto's orbit). 
From• time to time we hear 
news of the U.S. or the 
U.S.S.R. planning to send a 
manned expedition to Mars. 
Some day will there be tour 
packages that include ice 
fishing on Jupiter's moon, 
Europa? Downhill skiing on 
the volcanic ice slopes of Nep- 
tune's Nereid7 Or sulphur fiver 
rafting on Io, another of 
Jupiter's trange companions? 
How about souvenir shopping 
among the asteroids? Night life 
on Pluto? Anyone for golf on 
the Moon? Should we plan a 
visit to Mr. Speck's home 
world, Vulcan? Indeed, does it 
even exist? 
Is it just d fictional planet in- 
habited bythose superior be- 
ings with pointy ears and green 
blood, who possess unusual 
strength and superhuman scien- 
tific reasoning, an advanced 
race which substitutes logic for 
emotion and who seems to find 
everything "fascinating"? 
In the mid-19th century, a
French astronomer, credited 
with the discovery of planet 
Neptune, had been studying 
discrepancies in the motion of 
Mercury, closest planet o our 
SUn, His findings led him to 
believe that an unknown planet 
orbiting the Sun within Mer- 
cury's orbit was responsible. 
He named it Vulcan. 
What would a flyby excur- 
sion reveal? Our great golden 
star would loom large, brilliant 
and blinding. We would be 
within a mere 13 million miles 
of that horrendous nuclear fur- 
nace. Radiation of unimagin- 
able intensities would bombard 
our craft, disintegrating our in- 
adequate Shields. Time for just 
a quick look at a tiny, pock- 
marked world only one third 
the size of Mercury. It glows a 
dull red. We flee, Earth-bound, 
to safety. 
Froln our Earth point of 
view, a planet closer to the Sun 
than Mercury, under ordinary 
circumstances, would have been 
next to impossible for mid-19th 
century astronomers to detect. 
Because of its extreme proximi- 
ty to the Sun, and its small 
size, it would normallyhave 
been unobservable, hopelessly 
lost in the Sun's glare. 
However, intermittent 
searches were made for Vulcan. 
Some astronomers believed 
they had seen the elusive world 
on several occasions. From 
time to time it continued to be 
the subject of scientific specula- 
tion; But eventually, scientists 
conceded that the phantom 
Planet was only a colorful 
- -  the Sun is not becoming an 
unstable gas giant= This strange 
phenomenon is easily ex- 
plained: Mercury's 88-day orbit 
around the Sun takes the planet 
as close as .31 A.U. (one A.U. 
equals Earth's distance from 
the Sun). Half an orbit later 
(44 Earth days) it has travelled 
out to a distance of .47 A.U. 
Tfiis causes the Sun in Met- 
culT's sky to vary from about 
four times the size as we see it 
on Earth to more than ten 
times its size. 
Another interesting Mercurial 
phenomenon, ot quite so easi- 
ly explained; is the length of its 
day. From sqnrise to sunrise, a 
• . . . . . . . . . . .  on Mercury is two 
years longt TwO Mercury years 
Wednesday  
w i th  
Fae  ' - 
by Fae Mooney 
. that is - -  176 Earth days. Im- 
agine, one hundred and 
seventy-six days of endless un- 
shine with that• great golden 
Sun drenching us with its 
energy. 
On Mercury you will feel 
lighter too. A small world, it's 
only a bit larger than our 
Moon, and its landscape is
remarkably similar '-- heavily 
cratered. 
Sun-baked beaches abound. 
But - -  all the swimming 
holes are dry... 
I forgot to tell you 
something else too --  Mercury 
is the onlysolar system planet 
to be almost entirely without 
an atmosphere. On this trip we 
need to pack our own supply 
of breathable air. 
And super-protective tanni'ng 
lotion. The daytime tempera- 
ture on Mercury averages 
400oc. 
Had enough of this parched, 
naked world? What good is a 
sandy beach without an ocean? 
You want oceans? and an a t ,  
mosphere? I know just the 
place. • 
We'll glide past Venus... 
Earth... Mars... tip-toc through 
the asteroids... We've arrived 
at the patterned cloud surface 
of Jupiter. 
• Fair weather on this solar 
system giant means never see- 
ing the Sun, moons (Jupiter• 
has about 16, at last count), 
and stars. Its atmosphere of
dense,• colorful clouds is 
estimated to be a staggering 
40,000 miles thick (that's 
almost 65,000 km. to the 
metric traveller). Are you ready 
for that-much atmosphere? 
The powerful Jovian gravity 
clutches our solar cruiser and 
we feel it being drawn down 
through the clear upper air. As 
we are drawn deeper we glimpse 
the last of the steadily glowing 
Jovian satellites, the sparkling 
stellar jewels of deep space and 
the hazy band of the Milky 
: Way, and the distant Sun, 
which now appears only as a 
very bright star in the 
perpetually black sky. 
Penetrating deeper, we 
observe the sky turning a day- 
light bluish-grey and we 
journey through a layer of 
thin, wispy white cirrus clouds 
not unlike those found on 
Earth. 
Jupiter has us firmly in its 
grip and pulls us beneath these 
surface clouds. The haze 
thickens and soon we are en- 
gulfed inn yellowish fog. 
Temperagures outside our snug 
little craft record a chilling 
minus 200°C. 
Billowing above are the sur- 
rounding cloud tops, and 
perhaps not visible to us in this 
thick haze, is a giant red hur- 
ricane. Known as Jupiter's 
Great Red Spot, this monstrous 
storm has been raging on the 
planet's urface for over 300 
years. Fifteen thousand miles 
long, this gaseous maelstrom 
could easily swallow up home 
planet Earth with its diameter 
of less than 8,000 miles (12,000 
km.). 
Jupiter continues to strongly 
tug at us. We are now sur- 
rounded completely by dense 
white clouds. Falling ever 
deeper into Jupiter's atmos- 
phere, suddenly we become 
aware that it is snowingl 
Our surroundings are again 
changing. An increasing dark- 
ness envelopes usaswe 
penetrate blackening, dense 
water clouds. And,with our 
descent comes an uneasy 
awareness of a darkness much 
. , " .~  
ever. exlJerieneed on Earth; ii.. ~i:.i~.. 
• Added to.the menacinggloom/ ) 
is a low, malevolent and un- 
• earthly rumble caused by 
violent winds. Turbulent black 
clouds swirl around us. Our 
craft is buffeted mercilessly. 
An ocean of liquid hydrogen 
lies below us.. Gigantic, blind- 
ing bolts of lightning flash, 
piercing the watery gloom. Ex, 
plosive claps of thunder oar. 
., Sh0cks.jolt our/ .msig~, '~t ' 
..... craft. Dazzling, brilliant " ~ ~., ~ 
thunderbolts dart about us for 
over,15,000 miles of our des- :i ~ : 
cent. The ocean becomes 
slushier, and increasingly hot- 
ter. 
We now pass through an 
ocean of liquid hefum 600 
miles deep. Atmospheric --- 
pressures register about hree 
million times that of Earth. 
Our craft creaks, shudders... 
We have reached the infernal 
depths of inhospitable Jupiter. 
At its heart temperatures reach 
30,000 °. 
What's that you say? You 
want to go home? Smell the 
sweet, damp air? The cool, 
fresh, fragrant Terrace air? See 
a pastel ribbon arch above as a 
benevolent Sun breaks through 
pearly clouds. Watch iridescent 
raindrops glisten on feathery 
cedar boughs .... Hear a robin's 
call... 
Feel a cool, refreshing breeze 
come off the water at Lakelse 
Lake. Watch cheeky squirrels 
scamper about, back and forth, 
stealing our picnic lunch...' 
What?I? HEY!I!V 
ARE YOU 
OUT OF 
GETTING THE MOST 
YOUR COMPUTER? 
IF  NOT . . . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER.  
- ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business Applications 
- ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting .. 
- ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Conversions In major  
• packages Including ACCPAC, BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
- GENERAL COMPUTER. CONSULTING and SYSTEm ~¢TUP 
RAINER GIANNEUA SYSTEI~ p.o. BOX E21, i I=.~CE B.C,~ VSG 4BS I 
(r~) ns . ,~ .  I 
j us t  e re  a re  ...... , ,  
ew p laces  le f t  
,dful of places, kept especially for summer 
its, exists for BOY BOARDERS at Grades 6,7, 
C) levels at St. Michaels University School in 
in, B.C., one of the leading University-Prep 
,Is on the Pacific Rim. 
Ily co-educational, enrols 200 carefully select- 
)arders and 600 day students, has three 
Jses (minutes apart), lavish sports facilities, 
] music, art, drama, debating and outdoor 
amrnes, and sends graduates to Harvard, 
)ton, Dartmouth, Stanford, Queen's, McGill, 
rsity of Toronto, and other leading Canadian 
'sities. 
For information, call or write: 
David R. Penaluna, B.A., M.Ed, Headmaster 
ST. MICHAELS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL 
Richmond Road, VICTORIA, B.C. V8P 4P5 
Phone: 592-2411 Fix: 592-2812 
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the birth o f  YOUR babyo .please.fill out.the form 
.available in thematernitY ward at Mills Memorial - ' " 
-- Hospital. We. will #ick up your forms.every week.. . ' 
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wRIGHT =.Shannon, Kevin Land Mark:are: proud 
to announce the arrival of their new baby sister, 
Kristen Louise, born on June 27, 1989, weighing 5 
lb. 
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i i I Sail y Forth " By GregH°ward  I. 
ARIES 
Mm. H-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21June 20 
CANCER 
June 21July 22 
LEO , 
July 23-Aug. 22 
V1RGO 
'Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
scomqo 
Oct. 23.Nov. 21 
SAGrlTARIUS 
Nov. 22.Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22.Jan. 19 
• AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19.Mar. 20 
¥oreeut Period:' 816-8112189 
A cheerful approach to responsibilities atwork is 
indicated. Take care to avoid hazards where 
hen[~ and safety are concerned. 
Be discriminating inyour choice of companions. 
A brief involvement with one of questionable 
character can be costly. 
Information that you've been seeking may come 
to you through avisitor to your home or base of 
operation. 
A vacadon tdp is just what you need. Proceed 
confidently, and carefully, whatever model of 
travel you select. 
A change in career Objectives i sure to improve 
your financial standing. It will work for you. 
Choose your words carefully before you find 
yourself caught in the middle of a shady opera- 
tion. The less aid the better. 
Lay the groundwork now in preparation for the 
big push to accomplish your goals. Follow an 
orderly plan. 
A willingness to communicate with individuals 
from all walks of life earns recognition i your 
social group. 
Aspects indicate a surprising, but very favorable, 
development i  your public or professional life. 
News from relatives at a distance r awakens your 
interest in higher education, and the travel it 
would involve. 
Important communications are fikely concern- 
ing inheritances or joint assets. Skeletons come 
out of the closet and create some excitement. 
Pursuit of public relations work, or negotiations 
of a contractual nature, should proceed favorably. 
Your mental faculties are sharp. 
, ::+~.:::: {{i :  " ga~': 
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eat  prize t i ckets .  : I " 
Bryan Crampton loved his returned from holiday, Bryan 
dogs, Poncho and Ginger - -  us- was first in the house to get the 
til.:th'e day r. they ate :"his .pi~e; marl. " " : '  
wi~ns  ticketsl•- . .  And • made the• awful 
discovery .. . .  
'..: :by Nancy 0rr - ' His precious confirming letter 
was. a shredded gooey mess - -  
Terrace resident and •super Poncho and Ginger had got in 
ia lesmanBryan,  I:I, won the top first. 
prize, an all-expenses-paid trip Dad Gordon Crampton ~:ame: 
for :four. to Disney World in to the rescue and several hours 
Florida, in a national fund- andmany ~hone calls later, they 
raising competition sponsored were assured that the tickets 
by Quality Services Programs would be reissued; the prizcwas 
Inc. of Toronto. still a rea!ity. ~
:, Students in schools across Air fare for four to Florida, 
Canada participated in the com- two double rooms in a luxury 
petition, with the winners in hotel, car rental service, four 
each school receiving an entry five-day passes to Disney World 
ticket to a national draw in and $I,000 spending money Was 
Toronto in June. theprize. 
Bryan, a Grade 6. pupil at Bryan is elated, the Cramp- 
Clarence Michiel, won three tons will be off to Florida, and 
tickets to the final draw. Poncho and Ginger are 
On June 22,as the Crampton forgiven. 
fami!' y packed into the car to , - 
leave for  holidays, .thephone 
rang;, it Was Q.S. Programsto 
.'tell an incredulous Bryan the 
news of  his win, and that confir- 
mation.and tickets would.follow 
by mail. 
In July, when the family 
Stop sign 
for Sparks 
• " t , .  " " ' ' :  . " '  
- " ' r : 
• ) " 
I .  
' . :  , ,, , BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING. . . .  
.. . • • These Ads appear in Ihe nlore than 90 NeV, l=aPere l the B.C. and Yu .I..m.n. Comm._unitY NdmeWar~l.::apa. r  Assod=qb n
: i i -  ~:~ :" :: • " " and~ead~morethanl,400,000homeeanoapotentmltWOlnlmonre • " " 
, - , :  $159, for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
. . . .  ': . : , . : .  Ter race  Rev iew at  635-1840 
AUTOMOI"IVE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
No money down O.A.C: Lease/ 
buy any now/used car or truck. 
Deal direct with Factory Broker. 
Call Keith collect, (604)290-3659. 
D.5662. TERRACE - -  If it's not already 
there, it will be soon - -  a stop Active Auto Brokers, disposal 
sign on the southbound lane o f  agent for Active Bailiff Services. 
North Sparks St. at Halliweil. . Repo~essions, estate, legais, 
' "  cars, t~ucks, motorhomes, boats. 
Council made this decision CaH Mr. Pdce (only), (604)404- 
at a recent meeting following a . 1819. I)5476. 
recommendation from city Buying aCar? Import one under 
council's Planning and Public theFreeTradeActandsaveupto 50% on 8 year old cars from the 
Works  Committee. u.s.A. Let C.F.A.C. show you 
The matter o f  safety at this how. We wil send you acompbte 
package with the following inTo.: 
intersection was investigated by rx~eain U.S.; where logo; how to 
the committee and it was felt the go; the best buys; complete pa- 
• perwork. A 5-step proven p~n 
stoP sign is  required due to the that makes it so easy your ms 
visibility problems experienced could olt. InTo Package $24.95 + 
• by southbound drivers ap- 2.00 handling/shipping cost to 
C.F.A.C., Box 682, New West- 
preaching the intersection, minster, B.C. V3L 4Z3 
further complicated by an en- 
trance to an apartment block BOATS 
located only a few feet from the ,YAMAHA CAMPBELL RIVER 
intersection. Going Out FOR Business Salel 
Full selection of" new Yamaha 
I II - Outboards: and . Motorcycles. 
": Used 1988 E60ELG$2195. 1987 
40EMLH $1995. '86-'87 Madner 
THE SIGN OF A 15LM$750. FREESHIPPINGIN 
• B.C. (604)287-4499. 
GOOD BUSINESS 
N EIG HBOR. . .  BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
NEED A CHANGE? WANT TO. 
~:i~;;fa EARN WHAT YOU'RE WORTH 
.~, ~:.'..~..~ AND WORK AS AN ENTREPRE- 
:',~i.~:~i I NEUR? Icanshow you howtobe 
.... ~:'"~ eaming $10,000 a month within 6 
~:~':~.ia*~. ~'~"  ~ months with just a minimum In- 
vestment of $500 and you own 
:~!;~::Ji :!i..::.:i: y0ur.own franchise. Mr. Herds 
~ . '." ~:." (60~)657-~,381, (604)892-5220. 
: "  ~ ' ~  • . , 
~~.~' .  .~. ~, i~t  Absolutely Rrst Time Offedng 
in Canada. #1 profit maker in 
the Industry - No selling, Part/ 
THE SIGN OF ~ull Time, ground floor. 
A MERCHANT $14,400 start-up Investment. 
Call 1.800-663-1641,24-hrs. 
WHO CARE S VITOL INTEGRITY, Blendof27 
ABOUT PEOPLE. . .  r,,bs. 160",'. nalur~.,nsst he~ ddnk avalbble, good general wel~ 
Bess product. Ground floor op- 
This emblem Identifies podunity. Alan, (604)276-1017 
the civic-minded Richmond, B.C. 
businessmen who sponsor steel building manufacturer re-, 
quires dealer-cenlractora, for ex: 
< ~ ' ~ ~ ~ (  L: dus]ve line of pm-englnearao 
• metal l~Idlngs. Commer~al, 
• Ind~dal,' rec~eatlonal, agd~ul- 
. . . .  rural, Gall today: ;Jack, (604)988- 
' 2199, Wdte: Behlen-Gensteel, 
in the community. 1367 Bdadynn, North Vancouver, 
B.C., VTJ 1N3. 
Terry Kendeil 6,~1.8178 G~m shop for sate. $120,000. 
' , Only glass shop. in city. Conrad 
• BoX 1981, Merrill, B.C., V0K 2110 
VlMIddleton 63E .H72 ..... ~o4~7s.(2~o~(7~? shop)or 
~ II ILl II I il I l l  . . . . . . .  
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even spare 
time. No money or experience. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, rJo Cdn. 
Small Business Inst. Dept W1, 
1140 Beflamy Rd. N.#1, Scadx,'- 
ough, Ontado MIH 1H4. 
Retail spo.ing Goods. s~ Shop. 
Centrb.I Interior Location. 
$500,000 plus gross/year. Great 
Investment. Box 2, Site 13, 
R.R.#4, Williams Lake, B.C. V2G 
4M8 (604)989.4477. 
$40,000 -$70,000. Buys a pro- 
te~ed territory In this highly 
su©sessful#1 profit maker. No 
franchise fees, fully guaran- 
teed, protected and patented. 
Potential earnings of $250,060 
per year. Them Is tremendous 
grd',~lh I~otentlel In this first- 
time offering. Serious inves- 
'tore only plsesol Call 1-800- 
66.%4171 office hra. 
Highway #1 Sicamous Ucenced 
Restaurant, 12-unit motel, 4.bed- 
room home plus apt. All equip- 
ment ir¢l., 2 1/4 acres, room for 
expansion. Owner retidng. 
Phone (604)836-2290. 
Established craning and welding 
company with one 1979 F.M.C. 
Linkbelt 18-ton R.T, Crane, 60- 
loot boom, 20-loci fly, certified 
man lilt and basket attachment. 
One podable welder on trailer. 
One 1984 GMC 4x4 pickup. 
Phone (604)442-8471. 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? YOU 
HAVE THE POTENTIAL! High 
profit businesses you can mn 
easily from home. Send NOW for 
FREE information to: Eagle Pub- 
Iications, Box 98, 250 BOn- 
niebrook Place, Gibsons, B.C., 
V0N 1VO. 
BED/BREAKFAST,' Hwy. #3, 
Central Grand Forks. Regis- 
tered hedtage frame home, .4 
bedrooms, 3 full baths. Heated 
.workshop, Ideal for retired 
couple. Phone (604)442-3061 
Collect. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS . 
Repair Your Credit Retinal Plus 
fill your bankaccount with cashl 
For free details, pdnt dearly your 
name and address and md to: 
Global Dep(, ECN-725, Unit #811, 
Box 9060, Surm. y; B.C. V3T 5P8 
EDUCATION 
Take fine arts courses, at home 
via Knowledge Network. Course 
mn~l, ~ ~ituior~l ~p- 
pod provided, Call Emily Caw 
College of Ad & Design, 
(604)687-2345. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
Lighting fixtures. Western Can- 
ada's largest dlsplw.. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. No rbum Lighting Centre, 
4600 East Hastings Street, Bum- 
aby, B.C., V5C 2K5. Phone 
(6O4) 299-O668. 
Chiliiwack New and Used Build- 
Ing Materials. Largo selection of 
windows, doom, plumbing, fur- 
nacas, lighting, cabinets, mold- 
ings, some appliances and muon 
more. 44720 Yale Rd. West, 
Chitgwack. (604)792-7322. 
4 New Take-Off 23.1x26 #10-ply 
Firestone Forestry Special tires. 
Mounted on 518 Cat skldder 
wheels, asking $1,895 each. 
Phone Mark (604)837-6181 
(Reve~cke.) 
Shop by mall In the Blanket 
Classified Adsl 
GOVERNMENT CASH 
GRANTS NOW AVAILABLB! 
1989 Ed~ion listing provindal/led- 
eral grants for businesses, farm- 
ers, students, seniors. $24.95 
cheque, credit card, C.O.D. 
Ockdale Publishing, #200, 4505 -
101 St., Edmonton, T6E 5C6. 
(403)484-4444. 
East Side Selvage: doors, metal 
doom, toasts, sinks, stalls, uri- 
nals, lights, 2x10, 3x6, 2x6, 4x6, 
T+G, garage doors, much more. 
(604)321-3033 (Vancouver.) 
"ORDER BY MAIL" -Lovers' 
Toys, Sexy Novelties. - $4 colour 
catalogue. Love Nest, 1S1 East 
1st Street, North Vancouver, 
B.C., V'/L 1B2. (604)987-1175. 
See ihis ed every second week. 
GARDENING 
Interested in Greenhouse or Hy- 
droponk: Gardening? Green- 
houses $195, Hydroponic Gar- 
dens $39, Halidss from $140. 
Over 2000 products in stock, 
super pdces. Free catalogue. 
Call Tol-free 1-800.663-5619. 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 3N9. 
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emergency : :  . . . . . .  .... expe::':  rt
, Skeena MLA and Minister of Forests Dave 
Parker was so impressed the first time he saw 
~ Allan Waddy in action that he thought Waddy 
would make a valuable addition to his forest 
mini~;try staff. Now he's arranged to borrowhim ,. 
from ~another branch of government. 
Until twoweeks ago Waddy was the zone 
manager for the-Provin~al. Emergency Program 
under the Solicitor General, but Parker has 
arranged through negotiations with Solicitor 
General Angus Ree to "borrow" him for an in- 
definite period of time. Waddy will become 
Parker's executive assistant in Victoria, in charge 
of appointments, cheduling, correspondence and 
variety of other duties. 
The two first metduring a flooding situation at 
Lakelse Lake. "I liked the way he handled the 
situation," Parker said, citing smoothness of 
communication a d coordination among the vari- 
ous agencies' involved in coping with the emer- 
gency. 
Parker said his office is swamped .these days, 
and his ministerial assistant, Rod Silver, .hasn't 
been able totake holidays because there's no one 
to replace him. " I  can remember a few years ago 
there was virtually no interest in forestry," Parker 
remarked. "Things have certainly changed." 
Waddy said his replacement as PEP zone 
manager h~n't  been named yet, but he expects it 
will be an auxiliary position,. 
III 
. ,  . . . . .  
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY- 
Pads person for aggressive Ford 
New Hogand Dealemhip and Napl 
autopadsstore. Expedencepre- 
ferred but not.necessary. Con- 
tact: Ed, Pincher Creek Farm 
Centre, (403)627.-3646. 
Full Time RepoderlPhotographer 
Required for the Weybum Review 
In Saskatchewan. Complete 
beneFds package available alter 3 
months and a p0nslon package 
available alter one year of seN- 
ice. Must own a 35ram camera. 
Must have a reliable means of 
transpodstion. Camera and car 
allowance available. Wage com- 
mensurate with expedence. Ap 
plicalions close August 11/89. 
Send resume and references to: 
Nabml Home, Editor, Weyburn 
Review, Box 400, Weybum, 
Sesk, S4H 2K4. 
Singles/couples. Complete gov,- 
eminent-approved Building Man- 
agars Correspondence Certifi- 
cate course for aptsJcondos/ 
rhsss/mlnl-storage. Guaranteed 
Placement Assistance. RMTI, 
901-700 W. Pander, Vancouver, 
BC, V6C I(38; (604)681-5456. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA HOUSING 
MANAGEMENTCOMMISSION 
SEALED TENDERS are Invited 
for a Resident Contract Repre- 
sentative to provide: PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES TO 
INCLUDE ADMINISTRATIVE, 
MAINTENANCE AND CUSTO- 
DIAL DUTIES FOR 15 RESIDEN- 
TIAL RENTAL UNITS AT THE 
PRINCETQN FAMILY PROJ- 
ECT, PRINCETON, B.C. This 
position will be avagable for Octo- 
ber I, 1989. A mandatory site 
viewing will be held at 11:60 a.m, 
on Fdday, August 11,1989 at #4, 
367 Allin Street (Asp St.), Prince- 
ton, B.C. Only Contractors mr- 
tending this viewing will be consid- 
ered. Tender Documents are 
available at: 290 Nanaimo Ave- 
nue West, Pent,on, B.C. V2A 
1N5, Tel: (604)493-O301, Ten- 
ders must be completed on the 
forms provided by the Commis- 
alon and sealed In envelopes pro. 
vialed with the tender package, 
Sealed tenders wilt be received at 
the B.C. Housing Management 
Commission Regional Office, 290 
Nanalmo Avenue West, Pantie- 
ton, B.C., V2A 1N5 up to 12:O0 
noon on August 18,1989 and will 
be publicly ol~ned at that time. 
THE COMMISSION RESERVES 
THE RIGHT TO REJECT ALL 
TENDERS AND TO •ACCEPT 
ANY TENDER IT CONSIDERS 
ADVANTAGEOUS. THE LOW- 
EST OR ANY TENDER MAY 
NOT NECESSARILY BE AC- 
CEPTED. 
HELP WANTED 
JASPER PARK LODGE- World 
dam, par round resort located in 
the magNl~nt Rockies is remJ- 
enthuslatlc, high enerw 
Ir apa~r~,forlbese full-time, parma- 
positions: waitsm/wait- 
rams,  diswashem/Idtchen at- 
tendants, cooks - general, see. 
o~, flint, chei.ds-padie, house- 
coommodallon 
meal8 available. Please'cd or 
send resume Immediately to: 
Human Resources Box 40, Ju- TOE IEO. (40Sl= -
HELP WANTED 
Housbwivss, mothers and Inter- 
eared persons needed Immedi- 
ately to sell toys and grits fog Na- 
tional Home Party Ran. No in- 
vestment, deliveries or money 
collection. Cd ($19)268-7905. 
Kamloops Chrysler Dealemhip 
requires experisnced Chrysler 
tachnldan. Top wages. Full 
benefit plan Indudlng pension. - 
Good worldn9 endmnmenL Call 
J~ (S04)374.4477. 
NOTICES 
Wanted: All Ex-West Vancouver 
Fire Department Members. 
Event: Big 35th reunion, October 
28th, 1989. Contact he Fire 
Depadment, 760-161h Street, 
West. Vancouver, V7V 3S1. 
(604)922-9311. 
PETS & LIVESTOCK 
English Bulldog puppies, (dram- 
~ion stud.) S females, 2 males. 
Reserve early, (604)574-5711. 
REAL ESTATE 
GREAT PROPERTY- 771 acres 
land, 2 homes plus nbe set of 
buildings, boat aosese toLake of 
the Woods, Creek frontage, farm- 
or rsoreational use. ,Spatial pr~ 
$150,000 Canao~an cash. Offers 
before August 28. Scheidegger, 
Rainy RIwr, Ontario, P0W 1L0. 
Phone: (807)852-3640. 
Lake Shore home on Chimney 
lake. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath. 
Rrspla~ and a log cabin. 
$110,600. Also 1979 Mercedss 
SL450 ~2,000. Phone (6O4)392- 
6591,- (604)392-5538 0Ngllame 
Lake.) 
1/2, 1,5, 10+/acra dverfront and 
view lots onthe Thompson River, 
6 miles West of Kamlool~ Lake. 
Terms OAC. Call collect, 
(604) 373;2282. 
RECREATION 
LEARN SCUBA DIVING and 
vacation in beautilul Vidoda. 4 -  
day courses - eveqdhing sup- 
paed -. awomedstkm arranged - 
group dis~unts. Sefel 81mp~l 
Excitlngl Please call colbct, 
Ocean Centre, (604)386-7828, 
SERVICES 
ICBC Injury Claims? Call Dale 
Can'-Harris - 20 yearn a trim bw- 
yer wlih live years medical sohcel 
beiom Imv. 0-6894.~2 (Vmmu- 
in he-d Inju~ wr). F.xpeder.:ed 
and dl~ ~ dalme, l~rmnt- 
MaN ICBC and inlury claims. 
Joel A. Wemer, tdallawyer for 21 
'yam. ceil collect, 786.r~00 
Vancouver. 'If no recovery, m 
~.  No Yukon,nqu~M. !i 
.... :::!!:• • !: ::i ¸• 
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CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1M7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Vba or 
Mastereard. When phoning 
in ads, please have your card 
number and expi~j date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication.. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. . .:. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
CONCRETE 
If you are  interestedl 
in •quality concrete at 
a reasonable price, 
send your name and 
phone number to File 
105,  c/o Ter race  
Review, 4535 Greig 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 M7 
1979: Chevette hatchbeck, no rust, 
automatic, 57;000 miles (86,000 km), 
8tlree (4 studded). $2,00Oflrm. To 
: view: 5204 Halliwell. 8/9p 
1979 Chovetto Hatehbeck; no rust, 
automatic -- 57,000 miles (86,000 
kms). 8 tires: 4 Studded. Asking 
$2,000 firm. To view: 5204 Halllwell. 
9/29 
1988 Chov Cevsllor RSi fuel Injected, 
5-speed,: sunroof, tilt, tinted win-.: 
daws, cassette, rust checked. 13,000 
km. Askihg $13,500 firm. Phone 
847-9330. 9129 
BROADWATER WELDING & FABRICATING LTD. 
STEEL & ALUMINUM • 
OPPORTUNITY  : 
Arises when Canada's fastest growing video ~ 
rental chain arrives nn Terrace! we require 3 •! 
full time and 2par t  time customer service 
reps - -  must beenthusiastic, well,groomed 
and enjoy helping people. Cash/service ex- 
perience an asset,:MUst be over 18 years and 
available for evenings and weekends. Apply in 
person at 24 Video, 3200 block Emerson 
Street at Lazelle (across from the post office), 
Thursdays and Fridays. 
20.words per week, plus 20¢ I for each additional word per WELDER/FABRICATOR REQUIRED 
week. All CAPITAL or Shop experience preferred. Uni0nwages and 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- full benefits. Apply to:  
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage Broadwater Welding & Fabricating Ltd. 
charge if required). 247 1st Avenue East, 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1A7 
4th ad FREE. Four regular Phone: 624-5158 u rut, , , , , , -  ~, , ,m," ' , ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • classified word ads for the soft. 1 Part Time Clerk to work Monday to Fri- 
price of three• Savings of day 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at our Front Counter. 1 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment ~ Part Time Office ~,salstant O workMonday to 
only. Friday 10 a.m: to 3 p,m. Drop off Or mall your 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE CONSULTANTS resume to: 
Minimum of one inch. " Sight & Sound 
P i~ .CLASSWIEDS: ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERVISORS 4711B Kelth Avenue, " . . . .  
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture Experienced field oriented environmentalprofessionals are required 
of automobiles and recrea- to supervise the environmental aspects of contruction of a major : Terrace, B.C: V8G 2B6. 
tion vehicles only.,Non-com- h hydroelectric project In norther.n British Columbia. Canadidates 
" should have • solid grounding in one or more areas of the en- . 
Earn full time wage working part:time. Make 
up to $151hour. Flexible days, flexible hours 
Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. &~" 
p.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Call Now! 635.7269 
vimnmental sciences, as well as an extensive knowledge of con- 
struction practices and their effects on envlrenmental resources. 
Send resumes In confidence to:EINVlROCON PACIFIC LIMITED #206 
• 2260 Boundary Road, Bumaby, B.C., VSM 3Z3. Attention: J. Belledn. 
PRODUCTS 
SAWMILL MANAGER 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
• Rough 
I : • Plain 
lX6 , • Timbers 
CHANNEL ~ . Seams 
l x§  lx8" 
lx6; lx8, lx10 
VT,O 
• Round 
Fence Posts 
• Other 
F.oncing 
Material 
• Cedar 
•.Pine 
lx4  lx6 , . ,  . . . .  • Cottonwood 
2x4, or x6, or xs . .  ,•Cod~lr &:SPF 
mercial use only. 
• TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
Miniature Australian bunnies. Differ- 
ent colours. Asking $5. each. Phone 
635-2242. 8/25 
6 year old registered Quarter horse 
gelding; 15.3 hh, hunter/jumper. Suit- 
able for Pony Club or more advano 
ed rider. Asking $3,500. Saddle 
Tramp Ranch, Southbanks B.C. VOJ 
2PO or phone 694-3521 evenings. 8/11 
POSITION: Manage the start up and operation of a new 
speclaity sawmill producing for the Japanese market. 
Annual production of 22 ~lllion fbm with 25 employees 
based on two shifts. 
PERSON:  Sound technical knowledge and practical ex- 
perience in all facets of sawmi l l  operations, lumber 
production. Solid financial, supervisory and interper- 
sonal ski l ls .  Entrepreneurtal orientation, self.starter 
and accomplished team builder• 
LOCATION:  Terrace, B.C., a city of 16,000 with full 
amenities and excellent outdoor recreation. 
BENEF ITS :  The challenge of a new mill start up and the 
opportunity to choose your production team. Com- 
petitive compensation package. 
Applicants should forward their resume, no later than 
August 19, 1989 to: Kalum Wood Products Ltd., 309.  
9600 Cameron Street. Bumab - B.C. V3J 7N3. 
Nor,ham Residential and Communl. 
~y Services -- our organization ow 
as one full time night position Want some fresh zucchini? We have 
available and three on-call positions lots1 Phone 638-8398. tfnc 
available. Applicants must possess 
a valid B.C. driver's ilcence and to 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 e.m• 
Thursdays from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 8130p 
Impor tant  Message  fo r  Businesses and  Managers  
ABOUT WHMIS 
We will help you comply with the amendments to the have worked with mentally hondl- Potatoes - -20  cents/lb, phone 
• ' ..... ' " • ~" ' - ' J  ..smtock Hazardous Products Act that require every workplace in capped adults would be an asset. 635.2774. 10020 .~ .  F,OOmNO Hazardous Please sand or bring in resume In , ' l x :  . . . . . . .  
to have a WHMIS - -  Workplace ' m~rson to 2228 Spruce Street, Tar- Canada . . . . . .  ~a~ B.O V8G 4A2. Attention Reel- ~,41ze bad, wooden frame, good 
' ' r , I Materuals umormaTion ~ysmm. dent Mansger " 8/20 condition. Phc~ne838.8398. tfnc C0mpetative Pricesl 
I ' • Inventory of  Im]mrdom mater ials  . , ' , ' Flslmr weed stews. Excellent oondl• DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
- • ,, tlon. Phone638-8398. • trno 
• O iabe l l ingandc lasd f l ca t lon ,  _ _. , I I sex7 . - 0 Coma Grow With Ue l  I ~ o~-men ~ house (moping HszeUton. S C. 842 566 
I • nmtor la l  sa fe ty  data  sheets  ( lYrical i:1 1 ", . -  . . . . .  In -  del lve ~" I . . . . .  
nice/tank on double axle with 
. . . . . . . .  t I conmttathm• : : : ! I dervlce offers an employ- | wheels:and tires, spare tire, 25 feet 
Ca l lbs todayfor f ree ln ik l  ' ~ i I ento  o r tun l ty toade:  hmvydutysl~'t, rlcalcable, f r~  ~ fro StOto . . . . . . .  . ,, m PP 
' : ~;: :L" ;" ~ 'P 'r " " t InC. , : pendable well.groomea sino~ box spnngs with enlt , roll 
JacJkman Conlu l tan s Iver. Must have own ha0 hitch to pull behind Iogg_ll~ ~:  .1~x635-7840. ,, tfnp 
. :  . : . .  ' dr  : . truck. Pdoa: 14,800. Call ~ ~ t  " - -  22,/,"X3S :, 'g,(~O0 
:~: : .  ::' 5122Medeek Avenue, : Vehicle and enjoy meeting a, wep.m. , "~  
8G. ~ c~x. ~,u  b..w cos, . t . .  I : :  *: : :' : ::: : :Teg;r°ce' B.C., V IE1 ' :~. I l the publl0. Wl!l train and I ~ oax~rt to.fit ~ ~ tO a ~illon, white amd o_roon 
: :" Ph~o:  * (d i4 ) l l )6 , i I~"  FAX.  ( IS4)(141$.4~1 . supp ly  Ph°! I °  I ,dde step, 1400;, let f o r ~  ;omen. Ideal for pa__ckegl~s.~ ' ~ [ m~Of,. ~ OMC 40410 hp. m pilNIk I1~ eta. PIlone wo- tMl '  
. . . .  • . . . . .  . . ,  • . .  . ,  
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FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Lightlndustrlal 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
1 adjoining unit, 
1;735 sq. ft. 
Keith Ave. & Kefiney St. 
635,7459 
FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635.3355. 
Trucks 
I I 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq. ft. store front 
retail space in the 
Terrace Mini-Mal l .  
For further informa- 
tion, call 635-6158. fine 
I 
FOR RENT 
* 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, i~aUnd~)facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635-3922 or 635-5224 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry: 
facilities and parking. 
638-S398 , ,=  
I I I  I 
HOUSE FOR RENT: Privately owned 
modern recreational cabin on scenic 
Uncha Lake Just south of Francois 
Lake; $30/per day. Phone 894-3521 
evenings. 8/18 
38 x 40 Storage Building with 
loading platform. Phone 635-2774, 
10/20] 
38 x 40 building with concrete floor, 
large walk In cooler. Phone 
635-2774: ' 10/20 
Two.bedroom doublewlde, 4 
pllences, natural gas heat :n~ 
water. Adults only, no pets. 
Available Immediately. $4951mo. 
plus deposit. Phone 635-5786. 8/2p 
LOST: from 4800 block of Tuck 
Avenue -- female tabby cat with 
white chest and paws. Phone 
635-7915. Reward offered. 8/11 
20-ft. cabin cruiser with • 10' beam,, 
twin 165 hp mercrulser, 20 hours on 
,. completely rebuilt engines, legs 
rebuilt 75 hours ago, command 
bridge, stand.up head, 8-ft. dingy, 
all-weather canvas, hot/cold 
pressure water, fully equipped. Ex- 
cellent condition. $27,500. Phone 
' 635-5004. 8116p 
Hadsy Dsvldson FXR, 1340cc, in- 
cludes'leather saddlebagsand fac-" 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
1982 Honda V45, custom paint, 
windshield, very good condition. 
Asking $1,500. Phone 635-3258. 
8/9p 
1986 Suzuki GSXR 1100; 11,000 kms. 
Includes helmet and bike cover. Ask- 
lag $6,000 OBO. Phone 635-4075.1016 
Serviced Pads ForRent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
t fnc .  
12xe8 mobile home, 4 appliances, 
Osbourne wood stove, wired shed, 
ensure, new flooring and carpets. 
Asking $13,200 OBO. Phone 
638-1211. 8123p 
10x$6 mobile home with 12x24 addi- 
tion, wood/oil heat; sun deck, has to 
be" seen to be~appreclated. $5,000. 
Phone 635.7146. 812p 
Five acres on sewer and water. 
Rural setting close to downtown. 
$38,000. Phone 635-2760. 8/16p 
For sale by owner --  3-bedroom 
house at Skeena River in Thornhlll. 2 
bathrooms, garage, large sundeck, 
completely finished basement, rec 
room, 2 extra rooms, laundry room 
end sou n a , . , *O l l lMq~-  4qmmt 
B35.7032. 8/9p 
Spacious 1~00 sq.ft, house on large 
lot on quiet, street. Features 3 
bedrooms up and 1 down, large kit- 
chen with lots of cupboards, large 
rac room, has large attached deck. 
Yard Is landscaped, with garden 
area that features fish pond, lots of 
berries and fruit trees. $83,500. 
Phone 635-2873. . 8/2p 
Approx. 78'x110' building lot -- 
backing onto treed parkland In No. 1 
area --  Labelle Ave, Asking $28,000. 
Phone 561.9432. 8/16p 
For sale by owner:. Large and com- 
fortable Pan-Abode home on 2/3 
acre In extremely quiet neighbor- 
hood. Features 3 bedrooms, 2 bath- 
rooms plus an ensuite, built-in 
vacuum system, .modern kitchen 
with 4 appliances. Lot Is beautiful, 
backyard has a deck as well as .a 
greenhouse and storage shed. Ask- 
Ing $73,000. Call 635-9116, 8/23p 
Fully ,serviced lot; 
paved driveway etc. 
Asking $12,000 OBO. 
Phons 463.5540 or 
635-6732. 
I I 
Appointments for school tours, 
group tours and weddings at 
HERITAGE PARK, please phone Lin- 
da at 635-4040, 8/30p 
ATTENTION. If you have worked In 
Germany, you may be eligible for a 
PENSION. Free Inquiries: Wolf 
Dlener, 3988 Gordon Head Road, 
Victoria, B.C. V8N 3X3. Phone 
1-477-5897. 8/30p 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638;8429 or 638-8398. tfno 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding'all your el. 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635.3907, 
anytime; FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltimat Crisis Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632.4333 o pen 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, Information 
anti referral service. Call 635-3487 
anytime. Confidentiality assured, tfn 
I DEATH NOTICES ] 
KEIVER - -  Shirley, age 45 years, in 
Vancouver, B.C. on July 13, :1989. 
Anglican Funeral service was held 
at the Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Wednesday, July 19 at I p.m. Inter- 
ment at the Terrace Municipal 
Cemetery. 
BAKER -- Pauline Olga, age 70 
years, in Terrace, B.C. on July 18, 
1989. Funeral service from St. 
Peter's Anglican Church In New 
Aiyansh, B.C. on Monday, July 24 at 
2 p.m. Interment followed in the 
Pince .Grove Cemetery in New 
Aiyansh. 
NORDSTROM --  Roy Edmund, age 
70 years, In Terrace, B.C. on July 22, 
1989. Funeral took place in North 
Battleford, Sask. Interment took 
place from Memorial Gardens 
Cemetery, North Battleford. 
RUSH --  Jessie, age 83 years, In 
Hazelton, B.C. on July 25, 1989. 
Funeral service took place at the Kit- 
'wancool Revival Centre on Satur- 
day, July 29 at 2 p.m. Interment from 
the Kltwancool Cemetery. 
HUSOY - -  Iva Judith, age 64 years, 
In Terrace, B.C. on July 12, 1989. 
Memorial service held at MacKay's 
Funeral Chapel, 4626 Davis Ave. on 
Saturday, July 22 at 2 p.m. Crema- 
tion took place at the Terrace 
Crematorium. 
MoCARTHY -,..Locraine ~a l~ age 
43 years, In Terrace, B.C. on July 14, 
1989. Funeral services were held at 
the Knox United Church on Wednes- 
day, July 19 at 2 p.m. Interment at 
the Kltsumkalum Reserve Cemetery. 
KILLORAN --  Todd Anthony, age 19 
years, In Terrace, B.C. on July 1, 
1989. Family held a private memorial 
service. Cremation took place from 
the Terrace Crematorium. 
STEWART - -  Ado Lavlna, age 87 
years, In Kltlmat, B.C. on July 13, 
1989. Funeral held at Christ Church 
Anglican In Kltimat on Tuesday, July 
18 at 2 p.m. Interment from the 
Kltimat Municipal Cemetery. 
SINCLAIR -- Herbert Simon, age 49 
years, In Vancouver, B.C. on July 12, 
1989. Funeral service from the 
Salvation Army Church on Thursday, 
July 20 at 1 p.m. Interment from the 
Terrace Municipal Cemetery. _ 
DHAMI - -  Gesmlnder Jessy, age 19 
years, near. Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Cremation service from MacKay's 
Funeral Chapel on Saturday, July 
29, 1989 at 1 p.m. Cremation took 
place from the Terrace 
Crematorium. 
MacKay's Funeral Services and 
Crematorium were in charge of the 
arrangements for all the above. 
HORSE ADVENTURES! Make your 
dreams come true on a real wilder- 
ness ranch with 40 horses. We offer 
a lifetime of varied experience, train- 
Ing, riding and teaching. Check out 
our credentials, safety record and 
spectacular wilderness setting be- 
fore you choose a summer camp. 
We offer the best teacher-to.student 
and horse.to.student. Limited to 12 
girls per session. Write or phone for 
brochure or video Saddle Tramp Wil- 
derness Ranch, Southbanks, B.C., 
V0J 2PO. Phone 894-3521 evenings. 
$205/per week. Four 2 week ses- 
sions in ,July. 8/18 
CANOE 
_ _ _ 
Wilderness 
Experience, 
For more Information "contact: 
Ken's Marine 4948 Grelg 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
Phone 635-2909. 
1985 Ford F150 XLT Lariat, air, tilt, 
cruise, P.L., P.W., stereo etc., 351 
engine, 45,000 miles, excellent con- 
dition. $11,500 OBO. Phone 
638-8208. 812p 
1980 Datsun pickup, 5.speed, 
AM/FM cassette, good condition. 
$1,695. Phone 635-5804. 812p 
1979 Ford F.250 4x4, very low 
mileage, good condition, 
33x12.Sx16.5 B.F. Goodrich mud- 
terrain radials. Asking $4,500. Phone 
635-5027. 8/23p 
1980 Ford F-100 pickup; good condi- 
tion. Asking $3,000. Phone 635;5645. 
9/8 
Looking for a house with three 
bedrooms, close to schools. Phone 
638-1503 and ask for Peter or Eva. 
8/2p 
a 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. 
Terrace Operations 
P.O. Box 3000 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4(:6 
Herbicide: Vision 
Active Ingredient: Glyphosate 
Method: Ground based back- 
pack spray, power nozzle 
L~atlon: Settings 556100, TFL 1 
49 km north of Terrace, B.C. on 
the West Kalum Road 
Project Commencement: Sept- 
ember 1, 1989 
Project Completion: July 15, 
1991 
Project Contact: Tim Fenton, 
Forestry Supervisor 
Copies of permit and map treat- 
ment area are available for view- 
Ing In detail at the Skeena Cellu. 
lose Inc. Woodlands Office lo- 
cated at 4905 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., opposite the sawmill 
main entrance. 
TENDER NOTICE 
LOCAL WORKCONTRACT 
J604-89-13 
B.C. Hydro requests bids for 
drilling, grouting, post tension- 
ing and placing concrete for a 
structure foundation 35 miles 
west of Terrace. The site is aC'L 
cessible by helicopter only. 
Tender documents can be ob- 
tained from B.C. Hydro's Produc- 
tion office at 5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R5. 
Further information can be ob- 
tained by contacting Nick 
Stevenson at 638-5637. 
CLOSING DA'I:E: 4:00 p.m. 04 
August 1989: 
BCl gdro 
7 year old registered Appaloosa 
mare; 15.3 hh, used for Pony Club, 
Level I exam. Hunter/Jumper. Asking 
$3,000. Saddle Tramp Ranch, South- 
banks, B.C. V0J 2PO or phone 
694-3521 evenings. 8/11 
Team of dlglsterod blond Belgian 
mares; matched mother and daugh- 
ter, 1,600 Ibsleach. Asking $2,500. 
Saddle Tramp Belgians, South. 
banks, B;C., VOJ 2PO or phone 
694-3521 evenings. 8/11 
Seasoned logging team; full 
brothers, 4 & 5 years old. Belgian 
geldings, sorrels, friendly and easy 
to handle. 1,600 Ibsleach; Asking 
$3,500. Horse logging video upon re- 
quest $35. plus postage. Saddle 
Tramp Belgians, Southbanks B.C., 
V0J 2P0 or phone 694-3521 evenings. 
8/11 
Arabian brooding pkg. $2,500. 
stallion double Abu Farwa proven 
get. Thoroughbred mare, Morab Filly 
All registered. Box 310 Houston, 
B.C. Phone 845-3305. 9129 
Small white Blchon/Cocksr cross 
puppies. Look like popcorn, $100. 
Also Westle pups. Top bloodlines, 
shots. $500. open. Will hold. Phone 
632.5294. i0/8 
Tub, toilet & sink, lilac colour; all 
faucets Included. 1 interior door, 
twin stroller. Phone 638-8907. 8/25 
Td Star vacuum cleaner;, excellent 
condition. 8 months old. Bought for 
$1,600. Will sell for $1,400. 24 
vacuum bags free. Phone 627-7392. 
9/15 
Utility boxes with locks for pickup 
truck/4 separate -- two for each side 
of truck. Phone evenings 638-1726. 
9/1 
'1H1 Honda Accord; four door, 
AMIFM cassette, 90,000 kms. 4 new 
All Season radials. Phone 635-4445 
• after 6:30 p.m. • 9/15 
i'kql~ 
W]I! 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
LEGAL NOTICE 
B.C. HYDRO 
Invitation to tender for Janitorial Services at the Divi- 
sional office 5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tender forms and specifications are available from 
A.W. Anderson at the above address. 
Closing date for submission of tender is 11 AUGUST 
1989 at 15:00 hours. 
ii 
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1989 - 
Science Squad 
for another 
at Children's 
':: ~!i'!)i:; : : i  i' 
The 1989 provincial Tour of 
. ~:the Science Squad, an outreach 
program from Science World, 
Will be one of the highlights of 
the annual Terrace Children's 
Festival ~ Sunday, Aug. 13 at 
Lower Little Park. 
by Sylvia Goike 
The Science World Squad is 
on patrol this summer and will 
be performing dynamic demon- 
strations on the hour, from 1 
p.m. to 3 p.m. 
This is the second year at the 
Festival for the mobile science 
exhibition, staffed by five 
demonstrators 
mysteries of na 
and scientific n 
Imperial Oi 
World collabol 
ject, based fror 
bia's new scier 
geodesic globe ; 
po '86 site. 
Come out an 
addition to 
adventures o 
Squad, there 
planned activ~,~, --, . , . ,--~ 
stiltwalking, three-legged soccer, 
postcard printing, a cardboard 
tunnel and balloon fort. : 
B.C. Government Employees' Union representativeBill Mikaloff recently donated $250.00 
on behalf of the union to Lori Merrill for the Terrace Children's Festival. BCGEU has been 
one of the Children's Festival's strongest supporters •in terms of yearly donations. 
Recreati onal fees take annual hike 
TERRACE - -  City recreation 
fees are going up again, but 
~_.. ;residents Won't be hit as hard as 
they were last year. 
Terrace city council has ap- 
proved a five percent across-the- 
• •board hike in recreational user 
fees effective Sept. 1, while the 
:Parks and Recreation Depart- 
ment has budgeted for an eight 
cost o f  operation of the two 
facilities. He asked that. rates be 
increased to allow for a 45 
percent cost recovery and sug- 
gested that 48 percent might 
even be more appropriate. 
To do this he suggested a 10 
percent increase in regular ice 
rentals and a 47 percent 
increase in overtime rates (after 
:percent increase in revenue for. midnight). He asked that public 
the ,year. The difference, :says-skating rates rise by 25 percent 
,Superintendent of Parks and and requested a I0 percent hike 
committee chairman at the time; 
Doug Smith: "... projects uch 
as the swimming pool expansion 
project have not yet taken 
place". The final result - -  ice 
rental increases of 10 per cent 
for adult rentalsi 47. percent in 
• overtime rates, 25 percent in 
public skating and 10 percent in 
summer entals. The youth user 
fee schedule was changed but 
rates remained roughly the 
same. At the pool, there was 
only a l0 percent average in- 
crease but strip tickets went up 
15 percent and pool passes 
• slightly less than20percent. As
at the arena, youth user rates 
remained roughly the same. 
This year's increase may hurt 
the pocket a bit, but at the same 
time might help the city balance 
it's recreational budget. 
Recreation Steve Scott in a June 
• 19 memo, "is expected to come 
from. the introduction Of new 
services, greater use of services 
• and an increase in fees in the 
latter part of the year". 
A year ago, Scott told council 
that even though arena and 
aquatic fees were increased in 
the fall of 1987, revenues till 
only covered 40 percent of the 
/ ; : ? '  . 
in summer entals. At the pool, 
he suggested a 25 percent in- 
crease in general admission and 
35 percent more on family 
passes. 
Council's Recreation Corn' 
mittee agreed in part with Scott 
but cut his recommended pool 
increases and suggested they be 
reviewed in 1989. One explana- 
tion for this was given by the 
City bid ehS its time on 
Lanfear II problem 
sometime. He says there is a 
long range plan but it has to wait 
for the .property owner west of 
Lanfear to subdivide. When that 
happens, he says, the city will 
look at  moving the top portion 
of the road several hundred feet 
west, joining Halliwell west of 
North Thomas. 
tored by Public Works. As well, 
he says, larger vehicles such as 
logging and gravel trucks have 
been banned from the hill for a 
number of years to reduce the 
load on these sections of the 
roadway. 
But while Talstra says the hill 
is considered safe, he adds that 
somethine has to be done - -  
Dump maintenance 
contract extended 
A portion of the walkway 
near the top of Lanfear hill 
appears to be disappearing over 
the edge of the steep embank- 
ment, but city officials say it's 
safe - -  at least as safe as it 
always has been. 
Director of Engineering Stew 
Christensen says there haven't 
been any major slides on the 
outer edge of the roadway for 
several years and it appears that 
the hillside has stabilized. 
"There's no indication that it's 
going to slide," he says. 
Christensen explains that the 
problem began a number of 
yearsago when the roadway was 
widened by cutting into the em- 
bankment on the west side and 
adding fill on the east. He says 
an inferior grade of fill was used 
on •some sections of the hill and 
these sections have been a prob- 
lem ever since. According to 
Christensen, the inferior fill re- 
tains moisture, and when it be- 
comes heavy enough it drags 
bothg0od and bad fill down the 
hillside. 
• Mayor Jack Talstra says that 
an apparent problem on a few 
sections of the hill is misleading. 
He says the hillside is stable and, 
as explained by Christensen, the 
problem exists~ only' in a few 
isolated lireas which are moni- 
Account ing  for compet i t ion  
User rates may increase as 
predicted - -  there is after all 
little competition in ice rentals 
or pool time - -  but what about 
the  banquet room? As one wed- 
The city has extended the cur- 
rent contract for maintenance of 
the sanitary landfill site from 
Aug. 15, 1989, to Aug. 14, 1990. 
The present contract is held by 
E. Roldo and Son Logging who 
will receive $41,016 for the addi- 
tional year. 
Roldo won a two year 
maintenance contract in 1987 
with a low bid of $30,900. The 
contract included a clause which 
allowed council to either re- 
tender or extend the contract on 
its expiration. According to 
Director of Engineering Stew 
Christensen, council opted to ex- 
tend the contract but at an in-' 
creased amount due to addi- 
tional requirements imposed by 
the Waste Management Branch, 
There's no air conditioni,gbut 
there's no large plate glass win- 
dows to create a greenhouse 
effect either. At the Terrace 
Hotel, the rates are $90 and $i00 
for each banquet room, or $190 
ding party discovered last week- for the two. A little more money 
end, a beautiful summer's day is but  there is air conditioning. 
not whatyou want if your recep- Scott says he's aware Of this 
tion is to be held at the banquet 
room. Temperatures can soar to 
100 degrees Farenheit or more. 
And as of Sept. 1 the qost of 
renting the banquet room will be 
$162.50 plus another $68.25 if 
you want to use the kitchen - -  a 
total o f  $230,75. 
The question is~ isit worth it? 
A quick check around town 
shows there may be better bar- 
gains elsewhere. The two ban- 
quet rooms at the Inn of the 
West cost $75 and $110, or $160 
for the two for a reception. 
problem and is working to find a 
way to correct it. Two possible 
solutions being investigated at 
the.,..present, time .are a ioof- 
mounted, air conditioner or a 
system;of ducts which would 
equalize .the .hot, humid air of 
the banquet room with that Of 
the cooler arena. He says that 
solutions will cost money, one 
more than the other, but as soon 
as he gets prices on air condi- 
tioners he will be able to present 
estimates to council for their 
consideration. 
This happy fishing couple got what they came here for from 
the Skeena River. Gene and Angle Trlpp of Missoula, Mon- 
tana have been coming to Terrace for holiday fishing eve R 
year  for the past th ree  decades  .... ~ ' ' 
• • i~ i I r'" 
Christensen says that effective 
Aug. 15 Roldo will be required 
to bury garbage more frequently 
andduring summer months lock 
the gate at 10 p.m. and re-open 
it at 7 a.m. Winter hours will be 
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Under 
the present contract~ Roldo is re- 
quired to maintain the landfill 
site five days a week but as of 
Aug. 15 he will be required to be 
there seven days a week. 
Tenders on the original con- 
tract in July, 1987, were Gene 
Mil ler at $30,900 who later 
withdrew from the running, 
Roldo at $315800, David Lamke 
at $37,500, J.D, Morhart and 
Sons Trucking at $40,320 and 
Lego's Contracting Ltd, at 
$49,920' 
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Kitsumkalum Mountain 
didn't make it as aski hill, but 
Alderman Danny Sheridan 
thinks .the mountain can. still be 
used as a major tourist attrac- 
tion ---as a game farm.. 
Sheridan points out that the 
tourist!nfoCentre statistics indi- 
cate tremendous growth in the 
local tourism industry: there 
could be. as many as 38,000 
visitors this summer. It's the 
city's responsibility to encour- 
age that growth and encourage 
privately developed attractions 
that would make tourists want 
to stay in the Terrace area 
longer. 
One of  the top tourist enquir- 
ies: or questions asked, says 
Sheridan, is, "Where can we see 
a Kermodei Bear?"  But all any- 
one can do at the present time is 
to give them directions to the 
city dump, hiking trails, or city 
hall where they can view a 
stuffed one. Sheridan says all 
three of these options are either 
unacceptable or impractical. 
His solution is a well sited, 
environmentally designed, con- 
trolled game farm or parkwith 
large enclosures stocked with 
Northwest wildlife. He envisions 
a development where wildlife 
would be housed in specially 
designed compounds large 
enough to portray a natural 
environment and ensure the 
health of the animals. He sug, 
gests the development could in- 
clude, Kerm0dei, black and 
grizzly bears, several species of 
deer, mountain goat and sheep, 
moose, beaver, lynx, Wolverine, 
fox, porcupine, marmot, wolf, 
martin, mink, a variety Of birds, 
and a botaniCal garden featuring 
Native plants. Another sugges- 
tion made by Sheridan is ja lodge 
for lectures, vi_de0s and conces- 
sions. - 
• . . . t , : : .  .,,: - • 
.: : "  , . .  - . . : . :  } 
He suggests he animal collec- 
• tion couldbeacquired through : 
Fish and Wildlife's entrapment 
program, particularly through 
their • contract el~trapment pro- 
gram which could provide an- 
other source of revenue for con- 
tractors as well as prOvidethem 
with • a placement solution for 
problem animals. Other advan- 
tages i cited by Sheridan include 
an educational experience.-for 
Northwest students, tappingthe 
estimated 15,000 annual .visitors 
to the Seven Sisters hiking trails," 
providing a new winter experi- 
ence • to Shames Mounta in  
skiers, and new employment op- 
portunities a t the  game farm 
itself. " 
-Sheridan estimat~-the num. 
bfr of visitors to.a local game 
farm couldbeas high as 100,000 
annually but says a more conser- 
vative figure might be 25,000 to 
45,000 visitors per year. He says 
this could mean a revenue of 
$250,000 to $450,000 annually. 
Council has endorsed Sheri- 
dan's proposal in principle and 
asked.Tourism and Economic 
Development Officer Peter 
Monteith to ,p.roceed. with ex-. 
ploring grant fundlng,:and' to 
engage market and game' farm, 
specialists to prepare a compre- 
heusive feasibility study• 
A short-term select committee 
has also been created which 
includes aldermen Sheridan, 
Hull and Laurent, as well•as 
Tourism and Economic Adviso- 
ry Commission chairman Dr. 
Val George, Kitsumkalam Band 
Chief Councillor Cliff Bolton, a 
representative from the Cham- 
ber of Commerce, and Mon- 
teith, who will rel~resent 'city 
administration. This committee 
will analyze the proposal and 
make recommendations to 
council. 
i 
NOTICE REGARDING PARKING 
FOR FIREWORKS DISPLAY 
Local residents looking for a good point from which to 
view the Riverboat Days fireworks d~" play on the evening of 
Aug.4 are advised that no parking will be allowed on the 
shoulder of Highway 16 between t~e four-way'stop atthe in- 
tersection of Highways 16 and 37 in Thornhill and theNissan 
dealership at the west end of the Dudley G. Little Bridge. 
The announcement was a joint decision of the Riverboat 
Days Committee and the Terrace Fire Department. They ad-: 
vise fireworks enthusiasts hat parking will be available at the 
weigh scales lot and along Queensway, Drive in Thornhill and 
on Ferry Island. 
| 
N 0 T IC  E 
D-ue to the prolonged dryweather,' the •water 
supply from the City's Deep Creek Reservoir 
• has been depleted. To ensure that adequate 
supply is available for fire fighting purposes, 
the City of Terrace will be irnplerfienting 
restrictions on lawn Sprinkling, 
Lawn Sprinkling iS permitted during .the 
following times: 
. .  _ 
Odd Numbered Houses 
- -  Odd Days Of the Month- 
Even Numbered Housi i  " 
- -  Even Days  ot  the  .Month.. 
~ " ' r "  
We;request that all sprinkling be done during 
the'early morning or late evening hours. We ' " °  
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Riverboat Drays: , 
Schedule of Events 1989 
.. : • " i ' - : ;  : . - -  . THURSDAY,  AUGUS T .-4 
1 ~O0p 'fn:.::~:/~:'. ~:~::ii(/,:Kinettes Kiddies Karnival 
tO 4:00p. ;m, . ,  17/', :, Riverside Park 
7:00 p.m. ,• Open House & Vintage Cars 
to 8:30 p;m.., i. City Hall & parking lot 
- BusinessDecoratingContest 7:30 p.m.- 
- Winners announced at City Hall 
10:00 a.m. 
to  11:30 a.m. 
6:00 p.m.  
6:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
to 10:00 p.m. 
lhOO.p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
: "8:00 a .m.  
to  11:00 a .m.  
8:00 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 
° 
I 1:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
to 7:00. p.m. 
12:00 noon 
12:00 noon 
to 4:00 p;m. 
12:00 noon 
to 2:00 p.m. 
12:00 noon 
to 10:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
8:00 
8:00 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 
I I:00 a.m. 
12:tKJ noon • 
to2:00 p.m. ' 
12:00 noon.  :.. 
to4:00p.m. " ' : 
12:00 noon 
to 10:00 p.m. 
Children's Events 
Terraceview Lodge 
Soccer :Tournament 
Skeena Field 
- Slo-Pitch Tournament 
Riverside park 
Paddle Wheel Tavern 
Riverside Park 
Fireworks 
Ferry Island 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 
. - ' , -  
• " .  " ,  : . . . ; ;  : . 
" . " "..SATURDAY, AUGUS1 
Pancake Breal~fast 
Skeena Mall parking.lot. 
Pancake Breakfast 
Happy Gang Centre 
Soccer Tournament 
Skeena Field, 
Slo-Pitch Torn'namer. 
Riverside Park 
Parade 
Lakelse Avenue 
Salmon Barbeque 
Kitsumkalum Reserv 
Northwest Native Fe 
Kermode Friendship 
Family Day 
Lower Little Park 
Beef BBQ 
Legion ~ 
'Paddle whed"Tavev 
Riverside Park 
Coloring Contest Jw 
Terrace Shopping Ci 
Timberland Horse S] 
Thornhil Communit2 
Native Dance Exhibi 
Bandshell (Friendshi 
if raining) 
SUN[ 
;rliind Horse S 
.: .... ., , .v .  .h i l l  Communil 
' "  Soccer Tournament 
• Skeena  Field 
• Slo-Pitch Tourname 
Riverside Park  
Seniors Mile 
Lakelse Avenue 
5th Annual Slingers Race 
Lakelse Avenue 
'Music at Heritage Park 
Heritage Park 
Paddle wheel Tavern 
Riverside Park 
2:00 p.m. Tug of War 
3:00 p.m. Belly Flop Contest 
.,,m ,, m. Nail~ Drive 
m. Arm Wrestling 
" '  " " l 
I inettes 
:errace I 
F.T.K. " ' 
Lodgel " !.:,:: 
,L ions  C lub  
fS Slo-Pitch 
b of Terrace 
;y of Terrace 
Downtown Lions 
k.P.A. Branch 73 
8:0Oa,m. 
Y:b~J a- ' I l l .  
12:00 noon" 
to 6:00 p,m, 
2:00 p.m,  
, .  . . ,  
MONDAY, AUGUST 
Timberland Horse Show 
ThornhHl Community Groun 
$10~Pitch Tournament 
RiverSide Park 
]?addle Wheel Tavern 
..... RiVerside Park 
Riverboat Race 
Copper River Flats. 
T T " "lir*1~li'l~l ""  ~i- [. - ] T 
City Lions Club 
Men's Slo-Pitch 
;anadian Legion 
sumkalum Band 
mode Friendship 
Society 
~entennial Lions 
~nnadian Legion 
Club of Terrace 
Shopping Centre 
['errace Standard 
tern Saddle Club 
mode Friendship 
Centre 
tern Saddle Club 
City Lions Club 
Men's Slo-Pitch 
• Seniors Games 
Society 
thern Motor Inn 
~erraee Regional 
MUseum Society 
Club of Terrace 
. .  • .  • . : "  
. " -- : . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + + ~ 1 + +  ~ 1' + :+ ' ' '1 - , . .  . . . . . . .  + . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Skee n aview re u nio 
After many months of plan- 
ning, the reunion for ex- 
employees of the Home for the 
Aged, Skeenaview Hospital and 
Skeenaview..Loilge will begin 
this Friday with a dinner and 
dance starting at 7 p.m. at the 
Thornhill 'Community Centre, 
according to reunion organizer 
Marg Goodlad. 
Goodlad says Saturday's 
agenda has been left open so 
that visitors can enjoy Riverboat 
Days activities - -  particularly 
their own float in the parade. 
Sunday will begin with a noon 
EVE 
liar 
up) 
hour picn!e at.Skesna+lew Pmrk I 
north of Terracevlew,,Lodge. 
Goodlad says+the picnic will be 
followed by tours of:Heritage 
Park and Terracevlew Lodge ~ 
and a :variety 'of outdoor- ac- 
tivities: v 
.+ ,  
Games 
MONDAY: 
TUESDAY: 
THURSDAY: 
iB.C. Paraplegic 
i Terrace Peaks C 
!Kinsmen Club- 
~oul Have  a J 
Society 
( Swim Club 
Purple ~i+~ 6 
" " " . . . .  ~++. : -+.~I  
~.y 16 West 
AT 4:30 P .M,  
Games 
• ".•," , •+. 
-J'+ !ii 
• 
• :What(',~;rN)u V)t(s:'~lr'L ~ ~; , :+.: : ~, : 
: I ~ ~'( ; l ( ' i )nw l th  ( ,a r (2  '::. " _ : : 
~ /  ' ! : I : " ": " II P, : : .  ::: Pants ~' 
.._-~." , 
' Shirts:' P: I ~,,+: - 
" " 2 - , 
RIVERBOAT DAYS SPECIAL i 
AUGUST 1 to AUGUST 8 
Men's and Ladies, cotton blend dress I 
or business: shirts expertly laundered I~: 
1Only ddve.thm in town 
~ Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,, Drop off point at Thomhil l  Public Market 
d?ioltar 8 
I 
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. -- Monday to Fdday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. -- Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
YOUR LOCAL B.C. CHRYSLER DEALER PRESENTS: 
L : :,-- 
• :L_  
r 
6.9% RHAHOHG*OR $1000 CASH TO YOU! 
100 E 3-doQr I lcMIbadc, The Import value leaded Built by 
Mitsubishi with spirited performance and fuel efficiency. Plus front 
wheel drive, 1.5 litre engine, 4-speed manual transmission, rack and 
pinion steering, power disc brakes, halogen headlights, and more. 
ANC/ 
6.9°10 IFINAUCING* OR $1000 USH 10 YOU** 
Iq,US HO-CHARGE AIR COHDnTIOHING!*** 
LBiklI~Mo Beautifully styled luxury coupe chsllengss 
Thunderbird, aids Calais, Buick Somerset Regal, and Cougarl 
Luxurious features with available Turbo power. 
6.9% annual interest over 24 months through Chrysler Credit to qualified buyers. 
Other rates available. See Dealer for details. 1 : * . ~ : . 1 " " 
OR UP TO 
MS 
CASH 
TO YOU+* 
on selected models 
NO CHARGE AIR-COHDITIOHING*** 
OR AUTOMATIC*+* 
$500 CASH TO YOU** PLUS NO-CHARGE 
A!R ¢OHDITIOMIHG OR AUIOMAIKI*** 
DI SO Dodge R,,,n Pickup. Full.size cargo capacity plus EImronic 
'+ Fuel Injected V6 or VS. Built Ram-tough. Choose 4xz or 4x4 for every 
ec~in city or country. Available 114 lltre fuel tank, 6"x9" toil'dam, 
Is eliding rear window, mar step bumper, 2-speed intermittent 
• wtpen3, plus deluxe cloth bench seat for maximum ddvlng comfort. 
~ ~ , ~  , 
HURRY I OUR SIZZLING DEALS WON' T LAST! 
i .~~.  ~====~~--~ = ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ , ~ ~ = ~ ,  YOUR 
i . 
t , .  , 
,,+ 
,L 1 
, ..,- 
